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Save Our Schools

Sending out an SOS: Four

journalists—Dava
Sobel, J. Keilh Hefner.

Robert Fleming, and

John Cummings—examine

our school system,

including: the controversy

over standardized

tests; Ihe lack of hands-

on experience for

students; how big business

is offering support

with time and money (what

are its motives?);

and whether we should adopt.

foreign programs

in our school curricula.
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The Chill of It All

Four horror stories

that'll have you shivering.

"Mister Ice Cold"
By Gahan Wilson

Sweet summers that become
frozen memories

for some unfortunate kids.

"Scanman"
By Pat Cadigan

A resourceful kid who
makes a game out

of revenge and justice.

"Kool King"

By John Skipp
and Craig Specior

A creepy tale of a family

adapting to the heat.

"Falling Apart"

By Whitley Strieber

Getting up on

the wrong side of the bed
isn't the only

way to ruin your day.

58
Pictorial:

By Cathy Spencer
A strong sense of family

isn't merely

a sentimental notion-.

conceived by

humans; it's prevalent

in nature but for

a variety of reasons.
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Radical Class Acts

By Gurney Williams III

Should schools

bother to encourage and
develop a child's

talents and creativity

—

have these

been overlooked facets

of intelligence?
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Interview

By Murray Cox
Paulo Freire, secretary

for education in

Sao Paulo, says there's

more to literacy

than the ability to read.
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Antimatter

Would you buy jewelry

fashioned afier

spaceships sighted by
the artist?

The blob that hil Bermuda
(without brightly

colored shorts); if you
like working

outdoors, maybe you
should consider

a career in gravedigging:

and a nightclub

with a social conscience.
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Games

By Scot Morris

You don't have to be a

genius to have
fun taking this IQtest.
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Star Tech

By Steve Ditlea

Gadgetry for

home and travel use.
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Last Word

By Nick Mead
Being dressed in smart

clothes takes on
a new meaning when faced

with a rebellious

wardrobe of loud outfits.

A SUPERLATIVE GUIDE TO THE HOWS AND WISE
SPECIAL SECTION: Shortcuts that can accelerate your learning

in 30 days, plus simple techniques to jog a reluctant

memory. Are you unsure, about furthering your education? Perhaps
our list of the wackiest courses in America will change

your mind-.- For the exceptionally curious, albeit confused, there

is an easy way to find out anything. And for your

amusement—a techno-quiz that will leave you smarter.
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By Ellen Derppsey .

; .'4a teacher from 1890 .

could step out of a Winslow •

Homer painting and feel

- right at home teaching in a

1990 classroom: What

other business could remain

in existence exactly

the same way for 1Wyears?5
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tier: unfortunately, w-hai was once
rnavaiiaole—the rlyh; io an education—

we now :ake for grantee Unless we
evaluate and improve our educational .

sysiom. the risiihition could crumble.

In the iast five years pi iblic altenton

to the crises in education has brought

us a plethora ot reports, legislation, ana

additional layers &. institutional bureau-

cracy. The results: mere and Tore
demands on leaohers to get Gtirdents to

do belter in school The problem: To

demand thai teachers i.eaon -n the

same manner they've always laught

does not guayiri-ee we will sojvo any o'

our ling the number
of kids who drop out and the number of

I
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Most classroom mslruchon, school

buildings, and school managerial sys-
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creation oi public education A school -

teacher from '890 coud sua out of

a Winsfow Horner painting and feel right

at ho---"s teaching inc Game cu-memum
in a 1990 classroom. What business or

other enterprise conic: e*'st exactly

the same wav for 100 years7
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old An>arlca has changed f*/bsi molhcs

work outs :

cie the home. One -out of

every four chicken lives in poverty. And

we've moved I
rem a mar-.ufactumg

economy >o a knowledgeabased
.

.

economy n which students need

tec 1

skills to succeed.

As a result of our backward educa-

tional system /00.000 kids drop ou-

iher

790.000 receive diplomas without

krif

of students who graduate from high

schoc' has dropped every year since

'i,M -in . .: -: :: i , '. n ! ii.nu

aciulls in this country are hterate.

How can we ensure a proper causa-

tion for our chicken? How can our

schools fulfil the mandate io create equal

cp| tor a;j in -, society whore
the rich Beem to %;ep living more,

while the poor have less and less? A '9-

yoar study oy Head Start, a -federal

program aimed at hewing less fortunate

;wed

Ihn ;:i c:ent v, c ice- iv'i < pre u. ol

educatr-on graduated from high school in

,.!.„., i! !.!! .1 I
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I

jobs, end heo fewer teenage p-ognan-

cles than cfvioren who did net attend

oreschooi ice o" the

3 million, cnl'dren eligible for preschool

in -lis country, .w-iy 400 000 now receive

early childhood education

American public education Is a vast

enterprise. There a^e 83,000 pubic
schools, more than 2 million leaciiers.

and 42 million students With a ::.::.

£212 bitlion last year only 0.075 .:s" -

v-,'i nt tor n : d develo

This minuscule investment is like trying

to 1
". ~1i ii aio..irici

green stamps. Wo need to provide the

rosou-ees to move pub e adueaby
from a nineteenifi-century to a twer

:

first-century model.
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org; i
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differences, and officuilics at homo. It is

energy
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Reoonny a group of leaohers investi-

gated rhe educational process a: a

three-day woiksIiop. "Inventing the
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t.hal move l.c

ore recognized thai maty viable alterna-
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IMRACI II vvo'ksncp envisioneo a
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1 rv .in ., : hi :, . i i: mi .i : on,

dav ano nighu They came up wi-h

a vision or six aeodesio domes wife

ints vvavciosuppo-r

effective aid creative individualized

instruction, the community center woi.iio
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a health clinic, soparate centers tor

par: 'i is. l.eaehen and en i- \<\/- •
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In order for American leaohers to
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become communi!y learning centers
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This magazine has always

enlightened its readers with

informative and futuristic think-

ing. In this month's issue lhat goiden

rule still applies. "Save our schools" is

the urgent message Omni contributors

bring us, along with good news about

America's classrooms.

"Curiosity is the foundation lor learning,"

says Omni associate editor Sandy
Fritz, who coordinated the feature "Save
Our Schools" (page 42). Contributors

DavaSobel, J. Keith Hefner, Robert

Fleming, and John Cummings report on

topics ranging from testing to busi-

nesses' role in the classroom.

The special section "FYI: A Superlative

Guide lo the Hows and Wise" "was an
enthusiastic effort to bring our readers

quirky courses and educational enter-

tainment," says associate editor Kevin

McKinney. "Learning can and should be
fun," agrees associate editor Nina

Guccione, who compiled this special

section, along with McKinney. Omni
writers Keith Harary, Joni K. Miller, Ellen

Kunes, and Kathleen Doheny explore

new and exciting ways to learn quickly,

from memory tips to problem solving.

Harary ("Speed Learning") had an
unorthodox pattern for learning as an

honor student at Duke University.

Between his studies he worked at a cri-

sis center, a mental hospital, and a

psychology lab. Harary would study on "

a bus that shuttled across two
campuses; little did he realize that/the

12 OMNI

techniques he used for cramming would

someday appear in Omni.

The field of education is also familiar

territory to Gurney Williams III ("Radical

Class Acts," page 66). The father ol

three children, he has authored ".en books

and two textbooks on children's litera-
"

ture and psychology (McGraw-Hill).

Omni senior editor Murray Cox (Inter-

view with Brazilian educator Paulo

Freire, page 74) reminds us to look to

educators from other countries and see
ihe programs they've designed, hear

about :hcir problems, and recognize

both our differences and our simia'tics.

Linda Marsa, a frequent contributor

to Omni, explores the AIDS epidemic

facing America's young people (Body,

page 18). "The reluctance of schools

and public health officials to make
information available is contradictory in

values," she says.

In another vein, environmental issues,

writer Peter Garrison (Space, page
30) expresses skepticism about the

prospects for keeping space pristine.

"Even so," he says, "a little graffiti could

brighten up a dull asteroid."

Contributing editor Cathy Spencer
(Earth, page 24; writes nrrrarily on the

environment and lives by her words:

she labels correspondence to Omni
staffers with recycle this envelope.

Science-fiction author Pat Cadigan
("Scanrnan," page 53) is currently

researching her novel Synners (Bantam),

scheduled for a 1991 release.

EARTH DAY UPDATE

April 22, 1990, marks the twentieth

anniversary of Earth Day, an appropriate

lime to reflect on our commitment to

Mother Earth and all her creatures (see

"Where the Wild Things Are," page
58). On this day folks will partake in hun-

dreds ol events around the world, from

tree-planting ceremonies to outdoor

concerts. In New York City, for example,

a morning ceremony in Times Square
will feature the earth rising rather than the

ball dropping. In San Francisco organiz-

ers plan a morning boat parade around

the bay and the construction of an
"Environmental Quilt," reminiscent of the

AIDS quilt event in the nation's capital.

In Chicago Lincoln Park will be the

site of lectures, exhibition booths, and a
Native American Iribal ceremony. In

Washington, DC, there will be a rally at

noon; in Austin, Texas, a symposium
involving local government and citizens

will take place. This is just a shorl list

of specific events. In addHon. recycling

campaigns, outdoor festivals, and
benefil concerts are scheduled

throughout the United States.

The Earth Day Organization has 18

regional offices around the country with

partner coalitions in 122 countries

around the world. To contribute to efforts

for Earth Day. contact Earth Day
1990 Headquarters. Box AA, Stanford,

CA 94309; (415) 321-1990. Think globally,

actlocallylDQ
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George C. Scott narrates

this powerful documentary

on the tuna industry's

shameful killing of dolphins,

and what you can do to end it.

.

World Premiere showing on

THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL
Sunday, April 22 at 9 pm Eastern; 6 pm Pacific

If you wish to become involved you are urged to call:

TOLL FREE 1 (800)257-4900, Operator 4000

"Where Have All the Dolphins Gone?" is a 1990

production of the Marine Mammal Fund and the

American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals with

assistance from the Center for Marine Conservation, the Dolphin Connection,

Earth Island Institute, Earthtrust, Greenpeace, Humane Society of the United States, Massachusetts

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Oceanic Society Expeditions, Sea Shepherd Society.
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The End of the World as We Know It

In your article "The Last Laugh?"

[January 1990] you (ailed to consider

the effect each one of us has on the

environment. As the greenhouse effect

and the depletion of Ihe ozone layer

continue to accelerate, more and more
of our agricuiluro wi-l bo afccted. The

time for action Is now. We must become
informed, alter our life-styles in environ-

mentally constructive ways, and let

our elected ollicials know that we want

a green future. The actions we take

now will have an exponential effect on

the future, whether they be for business

as usual or a suslainable world.

David E, Buchner
Clarendon Hills, IL

For Arp's Sake
T A. Heppcnnoimer's story about Halton

"Chip" Arp in your January issue [Slars]

has prompted me to write this letter.

When I read that Arp was branded a

herd c because rvs view offered from

the popular one, I became angry. Please

let .us not forget Ihe time when "popular

science" believed in a geocentric

universe. Then an upstart astronomer.

Copernicus, said we lived in a heliocen-

tric universe. Today we know ihis to be

Irue. If there is anything to be learned

from history, let this be a lesson to those

scientists who refuse lo be flexible.

Tracy Paul

San Juan Capistrano, CA

Your article revealing the suppression of

Halton Arp's findings should elicit

outrage from anyone who calls himself a

scientist. Whether Arp is wrong or nol

is completely irrelevant; the idea that he

could be don.od access to 'he neces-

sary research instrument and ban,shed

overseas shows how far down the road

toward intellectual fascism our academic

research institutions have gone.

James DeMeo
El Cerrito, CA

TrueGene-ius?
I was amazed by the keen intelligence

of zoologist Richard Dawkins [Interview,

January 1990], If our world weren't

multidimensional, he might well be on

his way to the truth. Dawkins's theory

lhai consciousness exists simply as a by-

product of gene ejection is bone-

dry. My idea of a fulfilling life is certainly

not as a conscious but purposeless

hunk of matter. Is there no mystery in the

connection between substance and

spirit? I
don't think that mystery is

an enemy lo truth.

Donna Shiels

Peace River. Alberta

Equal Writes

First Word by Martin Luther King III

[January 1990] is so outrageous in its

content that it must be responded

to if any standard of fairness is io be

suggested by the magazire King s:a:es

that altmalive acton laws have helped

to combat discrimination. Bui :o suggest

taking away my right to earn a living or

to some other activity and arbitrarily

giving that to someone else solely on the

basis of race oeorives me of my rights,

especially equal protection under the

law. The great sadness in this article

appears lo be that the tenets of socialism

that are falling to democracy in Europe

are safe only in King's vision.

Byron Rambo
Orlando, FL

First Word articulates some acute-

concerns regarding American democ-
racy and civil rights. King, however,

does not mention anywhere in his article

the issue of gay and lesbian rights. If

King wishes to speak in such grandiose

terms, he needs to realistically address

the injustices that af'lict -mnoriiies other

than blacks, Semites, and women.
Matthew Boatmon

Rochester, NY

Asleep on the Job

The January 1990 Body column on
videolaseroscopy stated that patients

remain awake during the operation.

Writer Sherry Baker tells us that such
surgery is done under general anes-

thesia. The editors regret the error.OQ



HELLO, MR. CHIPS

FDRunn
. By Gurney Williams II

mew findings in fields from

cognitive psychology to artificial

intelligence to neuroscience

wili drastically change the face ol

American education in years to come.
Our pundits see the day when each
student will own a personal dataspace

—

an electronic parking spot for all

completed projects and work. And as
artificial intelligence comes to resemble
human intelligence, the Iwo will interacf

on a deep neurological level, helping

students organize their thoughts, pursue

new projects, and learn. Over the next

SO'.yeais Ihe evolution of the American
pubic school will play ilself oul something

like this:

• 1990-2000. A ten-year-old from Toledo

anchors the six-o'clock news transmit-

ted over one of many coast-to-coast

educational computer networks. The
show includes multimedia school reports

from children in tive cilies.

Elementary and secondary school
enrollments increase, but the number of

eighteen- to. twenty-tour-year-olds

declines. The short-term enlry-level

labor dearth, and demand for workers

who can think on the job, drive more
and more corporalions into the classroom

to train workers .or emerging service

industries. Toward the end of the decade,
some retail businesses even display

"Spock decsis." indicating :hat the

proprietors teach—anything from Japa-

nese to multimedia computer program-

ming—in after-schoo: programs. Based
on suggestions from Michael Spock,

vice-president for public programs
at the Field Museum oi Natural History

in Chicago in 1990. Spock decals signal

a return to the tribal-village custom of

enlisting the best and wisesi craftsmen

to teach their trades. Along with lunch

boxes, students on field trips lug laptops

to connect to databases and file reports

to other classes and schools through

computer networks.

By the end of the decade the country

spends more than $200 billion a year -

{in constant 1987 dollars) on elementary

and secondary education. Test scores

16 OMNI

rise aro dropout raies fall as the public

demands more return on taxes. By
1997 most large, elite universities stop

requiring Scholastic Aptitude Tests

as educators recognize many different

kinds of intelligence apart from verbal

and math skills.

• 2001-2020. The third grader is angry

at the board of education for threaten rg

to fire a music teacher as a cost-cutting

move. The student outlines her letter

of complaint, then carries on a dialogue

with her computer.- It suggests other

arguments and better wording consistent

with her personality. The board receives

dozens of articulate electronic letters

from such children and issues yet

another complaint against computerized

"idea processing:' Donate nourishes

about plagiarism. Whose work is it when
cognitive prosthetics extend the user's

own style and intelligence?

In the early years ot the new millennium

Classic liberal arts enjoy a renaissance,

but technology changes the way every-

ihrg is :aught. Poor urban students

Sr-upsr.oi'i: £V:iC8iict\ -.'; ihe next oQycv's

routinely perromi Shakasoeare with the

help of arlricially irxlligcnt directors.

Lines between home and school blur as

children stay in touch with teachers or

computerized "virtual" leachers after

normal school hours. Mainframe links

give immediate feedback, not jusi

on answers but on erroneous cogn tive

patterns students reveal by answering

a steady st'earn o~ questions about how
they're thinking. Expenditures in 2020
for elementary and secondary education

(in constant 1987 dollars): $325 billion.

• 2021-2040. When he turns twelve, in a
rite oi passage ihe boy i-avels tearful-

ly to Tokyo to visit his mentor tor the very

first time. For'two years the biochip in

the boy's brain has answered questions,

provided support, and criticized his

thinking (when he asked), all through a

sacel iic- Ink (rom Japan to the midwestern

Uniiec S:a:es The boy suspects that

the mind voice—never wrong, often

funny, sometimes scatological—belongs

to a machine. When he arrives on the

TGfcyo campus, he learns he was partially

right. His mentor is what they used to

call a mainframe. But the voice and the

personality? "It's you," his campus
guide explains. "The medium is a mirror,"

When everyman can answer ob-

jective questions just by talking to a wrist-

watcn :erminal e r mentally tickling a
biochip, teaching enters a golden age.

Researchers car -ead trends in children's

interests and even predict fads before

children or parents know what's coming
up. Most in demand are Ihe quirkiest

teachers, who react with passion and
discriminalion to the data that flow

into children's heads. Wifh cognitive

prosthetics to help the very old or very

young, teachers range in age from

twelve to more than one hundred. Ho-
hum technology: schoolbooks whose
type you can enlarge or reduce and
whose lessons you can update by giving

voice commands to the cover. Nostalgia

items tor the graduating class of 2040:

Blackboards and chalk dust, floppy

disks, and after-school mi,k shades made
by real people.DO
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6y Linda Marsa

^^ slightly built young man in

#«^fc jeans and a work shirt pads

# % across the stage of the

National 4-H Center auditorium in Chevy

Chase. Maryland, and introduces

himsell to the audience—a cross secticn

of 100 teachers and students from

Washington, DCs public high-school

system. The two-day conference, called

Live-In-Learning: AIDS Prevention

Education Experience, is sponsored by

Washington's DC Public Schools AIDS

Education Program. Us goal: to teach

ninth, tenth, and eleventh graders—kids

too young to vote or buy a drink-

peer counseling techniques they can

use to help their fellow students avoid

AIDS. Later in the day, the group will see

Don't Forget Sherrie, a Red Cross

docudrama about a girl their age who
got AIDS after a single instance of un-

protected sex with her boyfriend.

"Does anyone here know someone
who has AIDS?" asks the man onstage,

a representative of a local AIDS support

network called LifeLink. No one moves.

"Now you do," he says. "I have AIDS."

The audience gasps. "I was shocked,"

says Carolyn Hunter, an eleventh grader

at Wilson Senior High School in north-

west Washington. "I suddenly realized

that AIDS was a reality that could happen

to me." Meeting the man from LifeLink

and watching Don't Forget Sherrie had

the most profound impact on the students

of all the events that weekend, recalls

Hunter. "These people weren't actors;

they were real people," she says. "After

talking to someone with AIDS and

seeing kids my own age who are infected

with the virus, it really hit home,"

The kind of unflinching frankness that

characterized the Live-In-Learning

conference has made the DC AIDS

education program one of the nation's

most innovative and therefore effective

efforts. Thirty-three state legislatures

now require AIDS education in their

districts' schools, but both content and

approach vary widely. Most school

systems try to balance state mandates

to provide precise information against

parents' desire to prolong their children's

innocence. Washington educators,

about the birds and the bees learn about AIDS.

however, deliver the goods with a special

urgency. An overwhelming proportion

of their students live in neighborhoods

rent by poverty, violence, teenage

pregnancy, and drugs. They are routinely

exposed to (and tempted by) drug

use and needle sharing, sex with multiple

partners without protection, and prosti-

tution—the so-called high-risk behaviors

that lead to contracting HIV, the virus

that causes AIDS. What these kids learn

in school could save their lives.

Kids growing up in cities like Washing-

ton, New York, Los Angeles, and San

Francisco, beset by disproportionately

high rates of HIV infection, might seem to

have a more critical need for informa-

tion about AltDS than their peers in other

areas. Alarming new data, however,

indicate that an entire generation of

young people may be in jeopardy of

contracting the deadly virus. By October

1989 the federal Centers for Disease

Control (CDC) had. recorded 1,908

cases of full-blown AIDS among children

under thirteen in addition to 439 cases

among teenagers—a jump of 40 percent

in the last two years. Even more chilling,

a fifth of the men and a quarter of all

the women who have AIDS are under

thirty: The incubation period can last ten

years, meaning most in this age group

were infected as adolescents.

The CDC refuses to make future

projections or comment on the specter

of an epidemic among adolescents.

And in reality, the number of full-fledged

AIDS cases among teenagers remains

relatively low—in line, the CDC says, with

figures for the general population. The

causes for concern are manifold, how-

ever, given young people's sexual habits.

Each year, two and a half million Ameri-

can teenagers—or one out of every

six—contract a sexually transmitted

disease. Another million get pregnant—

an incidence of teenage pregnancy un-

equaled in the Western world.

These behaviors have spawned a

nationwide scramble to implement AIDS

education programs. That's no easy

task, given that sex remains a stumbling

block in mainstream America. While
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adding AIDS instruciion to sex education

classes for trie postpubescent may
seem reasonable preparation for life in

the Nineties, some of the new programs

target children as young as five.

The question of age appropriateness

sometimes collides with the mandate

for AIDS education. Jackie Walton Sadler,

director of the DC public schools pro-

gram, says that even the youngest

children should be warned about

needles. Preschoolers and second

graders run the risk of picking up

contaminated works on the school

ground and playing with them or trying

to use them as they've seen on TV,

she says. Some teachers warn second

graders against the ancient childhood

rite of prick nc the ' fingers in "blood

brothers" ceremonies. In Washington

anal intercourse is raised at the junior

high school level but is not associated

specifically with homosexuality. "We

don't talk about high-risk groups; we talk

about high-risk behaviors," says Sadler.

Most schools, however, have bowed

to parental and political pressure and

watered down safe sex instruction to the

point where it does not address sexual

behavior explicitly If teachers discuss

sex at all, they preach the joys of absti-

nence and mutually exclusive hetero-

sexual relationships. Even mentioning the

word condom is taboo in many districts

as well as most parochial schools.

"Most of these programs give out

plenty of information about AIDS but do

virtually nothing to show teenagers

how to practice safe sex or to abstain,"

says Debra Haffner, executive director

of the New York-based Sex Information

and Education Council. "They need

to tell teenagers how to say no when
someone is pressuring them into having

sex and how to avoid potentially

dange'rous situations. They need to

show teenagers how to use condoms

and where to buy them—or even give

them out for free. The underlying problem

is that as a nation we are unwilling to

acknowledge our teenagers as sexual

beings. But until we start being more

honest, lots of young people will die."

Nationwide just a handful of programs

deal sensitively and -ealisticaJly with

the subject of sex in the hope of

persuading teenagers to AIDS-proof

their sex lives. San Francisco's Wedge
Program and Kansas City's Good
Samaritan Project use interaction with

AIDS patients to raise teens' conscious-

ness about the disease. In New York

the Red Cross is developing a classroom

game designed by a high-school

administrator from the Bronx, where, she

says, the students don't say "No" to

anything. The game uses dice and a

"sexual wheel of misfortune" to teach

students the "consequences -of unsafe sex_

and demonstrate the idea that each

time they go to bed with someone,.they

are in effect having sex with all of that
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oe'son'f, previous partners.

"Teens listen to other teens more

read ly.than they do to aou is," explains

Panza Dietz, who directs peer educa-

tion programs for the Center for Popula-

tion Options, a Washington-based

nonprofit group. "It is absolutely key to

have teens help design programs to

determine what will be meaningful to their

peers. If they feel the materials are -

condescending or patronizing, they will

quickly tune you out,"

The DC public schools program has

become a beacon because its message
seems to be reaching its audience.

"It's working," says Sadler. "The kids

aporeoirils-; ihc opoor.jnity :o go out and

network. They feel comfortable with

the material and their knowledge level

has increased. Their parents accept

it and their teachers appreciate the fact

that the peer educators augment what

they teach in class."

At the Chevy Chase conference,

oaitciparis devised slogans, skits, and

rap songs they could use to educate

liieif aassmates about AIDS transmission

and safe sex. They learned how to use

condoms effectively and role-played

situations in which young women
persuaded unwilling partners to wear

them. Back at school the students

lestooned their campuses with signs

reading latex is the moral fiber OF

AMERICA and VIRGINS ARE FIRST-CLASS

people and distributed booklets with

suggestions for buying condoms.

The youngsters who are most

susceptible to HIV infection, however,

often fall between the system's cracks

and never receive any information.

Among adolescents living on the streets,

the virus has already spread rapidly.

A survey of 1,800 teenagers conducted

by Covenant House, a network of

privately iyidcci shslter; for homeless

Now kids study AID;

teenagers and runaways, revealed

that 7 percent were infected with AIDS.

"We're getting discouraged about

trying to reach kids exclusively through

the schools," says Devon Davidson,

project director of the AIDS Education

Project for the National Coalition of

Advocates for Students, a nonprofit

student-advocacy group headquartered

in Boston. "That's because the adoles-

cents who are at highest risk are not in

school; they either attend sporadically

or they've dropped out. We're trying to

figure out where these kids gather

and how to reach them."

The Los Angeles Free Clinic (LAFC)

is making some headway: It sponsors a

theater troupe production of a play

about eight homeless teens and their

effort to grapple with a friend's death from

AIDS. In the past year the semiprofes-

sional troupe has performed before

more than 5,000 teenagers at runaway

shelters, juvenile halls, church groups,

and universities. After each performance

the actors hold an informal rap session

to answer questions about AIDS and

provide information aboui using condoms

correctly and cleaning shared needles.

"We don't preach because if we
do, they won't listen to us," says Jack

Carrel, the LAFC's adolescent education

coordinator. "These kids don't believe

they're vulnerable: AIDS has such a

long incubation period, and they rarely

know anyone who has been diagnosed

with the disease. We not only have to

make AIDS real to them," he says, "but

we must show them how to protect

themselves. Doing anything less is

irresponsible, and expecting them to

'just say no' is wildly unrealistic."

Peter S. is a case in point. At thirteen

he began running away from his home
in a working-class suburb of Los Angeles.

Each time he left, he lived on the streets

and had sex with men in exchange

for food and a place to stay. Peter didn't

think he was at risk for AIDS because

he doesn't think of himself as gay: Now
sixteen, he has a girlfriend at the high

school he attends sporadically, and

they started having sex two years ago.

Neither saw a need to use condoms.

Last year Peter went for an AIDS test; the

results came back positive. Although

he remains symptom-free, the teenager

is consumed with guilt about the possi-

bility that he could have given his

girlfriend AIDS. He is reluctant to make
plans for the future because no one

can tell him how much time he has.

As successful as some of fhe current

programs are, they jusl scratch the

surface of what could be a national

disaster. "If everybody pulled together

and we could say 'condom' when we
needed to and put all our creative

resources into fighting this epidemic, it

would still be incredibly hard," says

Davidson. "But right now that isn't even

happening. I'm very frightened."00



THIS LAND WAS OUR LAND

EARTH
By Cathy Spencer

It's
an insidious beast, lurking beneath

hundreds of neighborhoods. The

tentacles of this monster spread over

a 50-mile radius; its effects could be

even more far-reaching.

The place: northeastern Pennsylvania,

a once-booming mining region that

now finds itself the long-term victim of

industrialization. The benefits of mining

are gone, yet in many ways, the conse-

quences still haunt the area. Abandoned

mines that tunnel below Ihe homes

and businesses of five counties (Lacka-

wanna. Luzerne, Schuylkill. Carbon,

and Northumberland) now represent a

source of growing concern. The mines

themselves have been boarded up

for years. Yet their boreholes, initially

drilled to provide fresh air for the men
working below, remain in use. A variety

of wastes have been poured through

these holes into the mines below.

Rain and floodwater also fill the mines,

conspiring to create a pool of unknown

substances. As if this weren't enough, the

degradation of the land has set the

stage for a second affront to the

environment: The beleaguered earth

has I
)£-corr.e deal '"or establishing landfill

sites, crypts for garbage boih from

within the area and from out of state.

The materials dumped into the mines

(possibly heavy metals and industrial

organic solvents) worry the people

living above: they fear for their children's

health as well as their own. The condi-

tions also concern scientists. K. C.

Donnelly, a toxicologist from Texas A&M
Lnversiiy who visited the region late

last year, calls the mine pool a "black hole

because no one has any idea what

poisonous liquids have mixed with the

gurgling reservoir of stagnant water,"

What's known is this: Approximately 20

million gallons of liquid—consisting of

water, coal residue, and any substances

poured into the mines— is discharged

daily through chutes. The runoff ends up

in two of the area's sister rivers, the

Lackawanna and Susquehanna. Near

one chute, at the junction where the

Lackawanna meets Ihe Susquehanna,

the water changes from a dark biuish

green to a brilliant orange. Donnelly

Field of broken ;rW;;i .",i. t.'s'O'.r :nc •n.ii 'sof:-.
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wonders, "How many potentially harmful

pollutants illegally dumped down
boreholes also escape into the river?"

Local people find the condition ot the

river unsettling, to say the least. "The

iron deposits coming out of the mine tun-

nels deplete the oxygen from the river,

leaving little oxygen for fish," says Ber-

nard McGurL president of the Lacka-

wanna River Corridor Association. "Only

a couple species of fish, suckers and

carp, can live in these polluted condi-

tions, which extend for about three

miles." Whether ihe water color is cause

for further alarm is undetermined. Ed

Shoener, the regional director of the

Pennsylvania Department of Environ-

mental Resources (DER), says, "The

oxidation of iron that seeps out of the

mines is relatively harmless." He also

points out that a few water samples taken

by the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) from the mine pool have come
up negative. "Perhaps the materials ille-

gally poured into the mine pool become

so diluted by the vast quantity of wa-

ter lhat they are difficult to trace."

Can it be lhat the waters from rain

and floods would have rendered the mine

pool harmless? Information from city

officials and government documentation

indicates that for decades illegal pollut-

ers have exploited the mines as private

dumping grounds. In various township;

up and down the Lackawanna River,

such as Old Forge, Avoca, and Dunmore,

residents used boreholes as sewers

for up to 60 years. At another borehole

site, on Keyser Avenue in the city of

Scranton, William Lavelle, a contractor

for the city of Scranton, secretly poured

hazardous waste into the mines.

The growth of contamination in Lacka-

wanna County goes back to the time

when the mining industry helped support

the region. "People grew accustomed

to less than ideal circumstances," says Dr.

James Mackrell. president of the Lacka-

wanna County Medical Society.

Mackrell, whose father and grandfather

were both miners, talks about the reali-

ties of this way of life. From the turn

of the century into the Fifties, the people



here depended on the mining company

for their well-being. Early in the century

townspeople lived in company-owned

homes, bought food and supplies

from company stores, and often died in

the company's mines.

But today the abandoned mines and

their contents are only one of Ihe area's

plagues. The city of Scranton and its

neighboring communities reside in the

narrow Lackawanna River valley. Pint-

size mountains flank the city. Along

these slopes sit new and old landfills. A
1988 report compiled by Donnelly

' and K. W. Brown, also a scientist at Texas

A&M University, indicated that munici-

pal solid-waste landfills, like the ones in

this area, are not safe forms ot disposal.

The study suggested that these landfills

can be as toxic as hazardous waste

sites. Even more startling, municipal

solid-wasie leachate (a mix of rainwater

and juices from decomposing garbage)

may cause as great a cancer risk as

leachate from hazardous waste.

The federal government has recog-

nized the potenfial threat to those living

nearby. Lackawanna County contains

four Superfund sites (Aladdin Plating,

Lackawanna Refuse Site, Taylor Borough

Landfill, and Keyser Avenue borehole),

locations listed by the EPA as needing

cleanup.

Two of the Superfund sites are located

at old landfills—the Lackawanna Ref-

use Site and the Taylor Borough Land-

fill, The former, an abandoned gar-

bage dump, contained municipal, com-

mercial, industrial, and hazardous

wastes. Millions of gallons of hazardous

waste once stored in thousands of

drums have simply disappeared. "When

the barrels were dug up [in the early

Eighties], they were empty. The toxics

had .leaked out, going where many
other substances have gone, into the

mouth of the monster, the mine pool," says

attorney Diane Beemer, who's also a

member of CARE (Citizens Alert

Regarding the Environment).

Pollutants discovered by EPA inspec-

tors at the site include chromium, lead,

acetone, carbon tetrachloride, chloro-

form, trichloroethylene, and vinyl

chloride—carcinogens and toxins fhat

may also cause neurological disorders.

But unsavory conditions aren't

confined to the old landfills. At present

two landfills, Empire and Amity, are

functioning. Lackawanna County

produces about 500 tons of municipal

solid waste (primarily household

garbage) daily, and trucks bring in

thousands of tons of trash each day from

New Jersey and New York. Other states

choose Pennsylvania as their dumping

ground because many years of mining

there have lowered the value of the

land. The Empire Sanitary Landfill is ..

licensed by the state to take in up

to 5,000 tons of garbage per day. The

Amity Landfill, a small old dump site
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scheduled to close April 18, has applied

to the DER for a permit to dispose of

between 1,100 and 4.000 tons of waste

every day in a new landfill not yet built.

Residents of Keyser Avenue, the route

hundreds of garbage trucks travel

each day to and from the Empire Sanitary

Landfill, have already had their share

of contamination. In .early 1988 the

Northeast Truck Center, also on Keyser

Avenue, opened its gate to garbage

trucks headed for the Empire Landfill. In

an effort to maximize profits, garbage

carters tried to make two out-of-state

pickups a day. Often, they would return

to Empire after it closed for the night

and would leave the garbage rotting at

Noriheasi until Empire reopened.

"Most of the trucks, covered only with

cheeseclothlike tarps, dripped garbage

juice onto the street," says Mary Alice

Burke, president of the Keyser Valley

Citizens Association. The worst part of

the ordeal occurred during rainstorms.

"Thousands of maggots infesting the

transfer station," says Burke, "washed

onto Keyser Avenue, and some even

collected close to Rosenstein's" (a food

distributor in the area). A court order

closed the site on August 25, 1989.

Athird landfill, Keystone, is about to

reopen. Recently the Keystone Landfill

-has received much attention. It was

closed in 1987 for 188 violations—among

them,' that the old landfill had exceeded

its capacity, and the groundwater and

surface-water monitoring systems failed

state standards. The new Keystone

features a seepage-leakage monitoring

system, and it's also a multimillion-

dollar facility for treating garbage juice.

"Keystone would send 35,000 gallons

of leachate through an already problem-

atic sewage system. The lines are old,

and at times of heavy rainfall they flood

yards and basements along the

'iaxic .''egacv. hi aiiuaon the only solution?

system," says Kevin McDonald, prosidert

of CARE. The lines reach the Scranton

Sewage Authority (SSA). where the

leachate undergoes further treatment.

At this writing citizens' groups are

opposing an agreement between the

SSA and Keystone. The groups hope to

prevent the transport ofleachate

collected and treated at the new site

through the underground sewage lines

to the SSAs treatment plant. But Keystone

says there's no threat. "No other landfill

I'm familiar with treats its leachate,"

says Panels T. Deandrea, spokesperson

for Keystone. "It reaches the point

where if you put a chlorination process

in it, the water's suitable to drink."

The outcry has been a long time in

coming. For years too many remained

silent. Why had the problems escalated

to a situation of such magnitude? A
1964 jjiudy conducted 'or loo Cai'io'nia

Wasie Management Board by Cerrell

Associates, a public relations firm in Los

Angeles, suggests that people who

are the least resistant to landfills in their

community are those who have already

been affected by other environmental

hazards. Certainly the area's history

of mining would support this. The profile

of targeted individuals includes the

elderly, largely conservative religious

congregations, and industrial towns

currently in economic depression.

.Lackawanna County's predominantly

Caiholic population is also quite eldo-'y,

and the area's economy has suffered

greatly in recent years.

Clashes involving industry, the city

government, and environmental

advocates are now common. On the

leachate issue, dozens of meetings have

been held and pefitions circulated.

And members of CARE have asked the

Lackawanna Medical Society to evalu-

ate the health risks in fhe area. Dr.

Michael Gallagher, a radiation oncologist,

says a "high incidence of cancer occurs

in Lackawanna County, and even

though we have an older population,

our preliminary cats suggest age is not

the only factor associated with the

cancer rate."

Dr. Kenneth Lilik, a pediatric neurolo-

gist, says, "Based on preliminary raw

data, some first-trimester birth defects

appear to be more frequent here than

anticipated on the state average [per

number of births],"

At the request of the Lackawanna

County Medical Society, the Agency for

Toxic Substances and Disease Registry

began a health assessment earlier

this year. The study should help answer

many questions regarc nc; the condition

of the environment in Lackawanna

County. It may also lay the groundwork

for analyses of other areas in northeast-

ern Pennsylvania. And in doing so, it

may help determine if the monster

lurking throughout the region is as

dangerous as it appears.DO



HARVESTED MOON

y Peter Garrison

TECH DOME ALPHA. MOON,
April 15, 2020—With chants of

"the lunar solution is no pollu-

tion," protesters have again ignored the

threats of mass deportations and

continue to block the entrance to this

colony's oxygen mine.

At issue is the industry's effort to

expand iis operation, even though the

lunar environment's increasing dust

content has begun to threaten astro-

nomical observation. .
.

.

Is it too early to worry about trashing

the moon? Probably not. The U.S.

Defense Department already monitors

more than 6,000 pieces of junk in orbit-

ranging from four-inch bits to rocket

bodies. And this litter has caused an

uproar among astronomers {it interferes

with their observing) and concern

among spacefarers. (In 1983 a collision

with a paint flake only one hundredth

of an inch in diameter left a deep crater

in the five-eighths-inch-thick window

of the Challenger; a larger object could

easily have destroyed the craft.)

Small wonder that the idea of people

treating other celestial bodies as we
have our own troubles space environ-

mentalists. The Bush Mars-moon initia-

tive calls for mining the lunar surface,

for example. A few decades of plowing

up the moon could cause lunar pollution

that would interfere with scientific

studies and other types o( space utiliza-

tion. Lucy Stojak, a lecturer on air and

space law at McGill University in

Montreal, suggests that a harbinger of

environmental problems may be seen in

the 1967 Space Treaty. "It's deliberately

vague. Furthermore, the liability conven-

tion of 1962 does not directly cover

liabilities for damage caused by debris

or pollution," she says.

When humankind does move out to

space, we will need to mine local re-

sources to survive. The biggest require-

ment: finding a source ol oxygen,

which, besidei: being necessary for life

support, is a key rocket propellant.

Unfortunately space mining, when it

does exist, will probably make a mess.
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For that reason, both --p-ice scientists

and jurists are beginning to consider the

environmental ethics of space explora-

tion. Pollution has traditionally taken

a backseat to profit here on Earth; space

represents an opportunity to change

that. But the legal aspects of protection—

as well as those ot exploitation—are

murky. Only two international treaties

currently regulate space activity, and the

more recent and more restrictive of

those, the 1984 Moon Treaty, has few

signatories, none of them spacefaring

nations. The underlying legal concept of

space as the common property of

all mankind does not mesh well with the

more imperial ambitions of highly

developed industrial nations and multi-

national corporations.

The delicacy of the space environment

adds to the conflict between industrial

and scientific interests—and requires

that exploitation be well thought out. This

may also mean making the most of

resources as they are rather than making

changes to them. For example, the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory's James Burke

Vv'iii letvetz change the lace of

feels that the twilight of the lunar poles

is ideal for a scientific camp. The poles

lack the extreme temperature swings

from high to low lound in the equatorial

regions, and the permanently shadowed
interior of a polar crater would be a

perfect site for infrared astronomy. The

poles need protection from lunar activi-

ties, such as mining, that might interfere

with observation.

Proposals to mine water from rocks

on Mars' moon Phobos have raised

similar environmental concerns. "Water

can be more economically delivered

from Phobos to the lunar surface and to

orbital space stations than from the

surface of the earth," author and ex-

astronaut Brian O'Leary wrote in a 1987

paper. This brought an impassioned

response from three prominent Hungar-

ian astronomers: Ivan Almar, deputy

director of the Konkoly Observatory in

Budapest and president of the Hungarian

Astronautical Society: Erzsebet Hies of

Ihe Kcr-;oly Ooservatory; and Andras

Horvath, director of the Planetarium and

Urania Observatory in Budapest. They

pleaded that Phobos be left intact

"as a natural park for the sake of future

generations of explorers."

Today's space environmentalists

seem to agree that the past behavior of

spacefarers leaves little room for

complacency about the issue. Legal

specialist Stojak has suggested,

somewhat hopefully, that nations might

resolve the conflict between exploitation

and exploration under the pressure of

necessity, as the United States and

the Soviet Union are now doing over the

growing problem of orbital debris.

Public opinion, she.thinks, may ultimately

play a decisive role in preventing the

reckless despoilment of extraterrestrial

territory. John Logsdon, director of

the Space Policy Institute at George
Washington University, sounds a more

doubtful note. "We've left a lot of crap up

there already," he says about the moon.

If NASA plans to strip-mine Phobos

and dump more and more space gar-

bage on the moon, he wonders,

"does anybody care?"DO
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HLDREN, BEHAVE

Can we talk? When you walk through the doors of

your high school, are you protected by the rights

accorded any other citizen outside of the school

yard, particularly your rights to free speech and

privacy? In other words, as a student, are you protected by

the First and Fourth amendments? Apparently not. For sure,

you've lost constitutional rights today that the kids in the early

Seventies had. In 1969 the Supreme Court stated in Tinker v.

Des Moines Independent Community School Districtthat "stu-

dents do not shed their constitutional rights to freedom of

speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate." At issue:

three students suspended for wearing black armbands to

protest the Vietnam War. Seems really silly, doesn't it? The
students sued the school district, claiming that their First

Amendment rights had been abrogated. The Supreme Court

agreed with them.

Today, however, even your urine isn't your own, especially

if you're a jock. In Huntington Beach, California; Lafayette,

Indiana; Indianola, Mississippi; Jefferson County, Kentucky—
in about 25 states—athletes urinate in plastic vials that are

then tested for cocaine, steroids, marijuana, and alcohol.

Most of the programs are mandatory. And with the current

administration in Washington, drug tests will surely spread.

Bush's trump: He's threatened to cut federal moneys to

school districts that don't come up with strict drug policies.

But urinalysis isn't the only questionable practice. Do ad-

ministrators have the right to use Breathalyzer tests, blood

tests, polygraph tests? Yep, if you live in Arkansas. Can they

loose drug-sniffing canines on a student population? If you
live in Delaware, no problem. How about having a flashlight

shone in your eyes for signs of drug use? It's okay in Alaska.

And what about spot searches, unlawful under the Fourth

Amendment? Hey, what are you going to do? Your lockers,

your gym bags, your purses aren't your own—not according

to a 1985 Supreme Court decision {New Jersey v. TLO).

And the most recent Supreme Court verdict strikes at stu-

dents' freedom of speech. In January 1988, in Hazetwoodv.

Missouri, the Supreme Court ruled that admin islraiors have

the right to censor school newspapers. "A school need not

tolerate student speech that is.inconsistent with its basic ed-

ucational mission," wrote Justice Byron R. White for the ma-
jority, "even though the government could not censor similar

speech outside the school."

So what's all this about? Those in favor of limiting the free-

doms of students say that kids need to be protected from the

dangers of our times. Random drug testing, for example,

helps kids to "just say no," Those opposed to limitations be-

lieve that kids have the same rights guaranteed under the

Constitution as adults. Two opposing camps struggle over

what society should do about its youths.

Clearly the most recent shifts—largely in rejection of liber-

ation—suggest that society still has a way to go in working

out issues of confidentiality, consent, privacy, and autonomy

as they relate to young people. Charles Tremper, a legal schol-

ar at George Washington University, predicts that the libera-

tion movement, already stalled since the mid-Eighties by adults'

growing conservatism, will run out of gas. Sixty-seven per-

cent of Americans support mandatory drug testing for all

high-schooi students, according to a recent poll. If anything,

society wants to prolong children's years of dependency, not

push them into adulthood. And with a conservative Supreme
Court, the legal support for such a trend may continue well

into the twenty-first century.

Rather than paralleling the civil rights and women's move-

ments, the effort begun in the Sixties to extend minors' rights

may have been a brief and anomalous wrinkle in the history

of this transient population. As we enter the Nineties, there

seems to be less tolerance of minors' free speech and more

willingness to assault their privacy. There's a growing paternal-

ism toward kids. The legal struggle that began in 1969 prob-

ably has yielded as much freedom and autonomy as it will for

a long time to come.
In 1943, in Barnette v. West Virginia, the Supreme Court

ruled that it was within a student's right to refuse to salute the

flag. Schools, the court said, "are educating the young for
.

citizenship" and should "protect constitutional freedoms of

the individual." If they didn't, schools would "strangle the

free mind at its source and teach youth to discount important

principles of our government as mere platitudes." I wonder

what would happen to Barnette today.—FRANK BENTAYOU
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Scratch a paleornologisi a.-.'.J you'll O'.-A a new ihaoi ; One ol I: ops's

nasty-looking horns and bonin-j-lno-hoad s!~K-i:l wcc no: ^capons- t-ui a '. :'£ sozo.c cooling syslryr:.

DINOSAUR RADIATOR

Scientists have long be-

lieved that the huge horns

and shield of Triceratops was
a form of prehistoric battle

garb. Bui paleontologist

J. Keith Rigby, Jr., of the Uni-

versity ol Noire Dame dis-

agrees. He contends that Tri-

ceratops's horn and shield

were not made for the heat of

batlle' but to keep the dino-

saurs cool.

Rigby reached this revi-

sionist view after examining

several fossilized Trice:~aiop'->
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'In :-," (iiu- sinekjl.ke plates at

iIig back ol ho dinosaurs'

.

skulls). When Rigby flaked

"he fossilized fr !l bone away
from one rock found on a

ranch in Glasgow, Montana,

he discovered that the mate-

rial had left an almost perfect

3-D impression of itself in

the rock. That impression,

Rigby says, was so filled with

Ihe markings of blood ves-

sels—some of Ihem as big in

d:arr icier as ahuman thumb

—

that "it looked like someone
on it."

This network of arleries,

Rigby contends, carried

warm blood from the dino-

saurs body up to the tip

of the frill, where the blood

was cooled by ambient

breezes, then recirculated.

Thus, he says, the frill was not

a shield.at all but a "radiator"

whose function was to keep
the animal from overheating.

And the horns? Rigby

thinks they were a sort of frill

guard meanl to passively

protect the sensitive frill from

being scraped by overhang-
ing tree branches.

— Bill Lawren

VISION QUEST

Now that we have dis-

posable contact lenses, the

next step will be throwing

away your lenses for good.

An experimental laser tech-

nigue that corrects vision

by changing the shape of the

cornea may be the first step

toward a lensless future.

Unlike other lasers, the ex-

cimer works without heal,

so it doesn'l damage the

delicate- [issuc-s of the eye.

Instead, it fires ten bursts of

light per second, shaving

off about Ihree tenths of a mi-

cron of tissue with each
burst as the eye is reshaped.

The whole process is com-
puienzed, so the shaping

changes needed to correct

vision are exact.

J. Ja.mes Rowsey, clinical

professor of ophthalmology
at the University ol Oklahoma
and head of a research

team testing the laser, says

the technigue has been used

on 25 people to date, cor-

recting nearsightedness,

farsightedness, and damage
done by corneal scars. He
also hopes lhat the laser will

one day be used to replace

bifocals. But, he says, it

will take at least four years of

Observation before anyone
will know how well the treat-

ment works'.—Devera Pine

"A Una-rate theory predicts; a

second-rate theory iorbids;

and a third-rate theory

explains after the event."

—Aleksandr Isaakovich

Kitaigorodsky

"You can't depend on your

eyes when your imagination is

out of focus."

—Mark Twain



HONEY, I ATE THE KIDS

Researchers from the

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

and Ihe National Zoo were

in Haiti a few years ago,

studying how curly-tailed

lizards regulate Iheir body
temperatures, when they

observed a curious and dis-

turbing behavior: Some of

their subjects were in Ihe

habit ol devouring Iheir neigh-

bors' babies, and maybe
even their own.

"It made no sense," says

Virginia Tech biologisl

Thomas Jenssen. So the

scientists tried an experirnen;

to test how adult curly-tails

reacted to the presence

of juveniles. Most of the liz-

ards didn't do much of any-

thing, but for about a third

of them the sight of an imma-
ture lizard clearly meant
soup's on. "They'd run over

to us and jump up into the air

and try to grab the juvenile

before we could even set it

down," says Jenssen.

Although Jenssen and his

colleagues aren't yet sure,

they believe that the canni-

balistic izams are adult

males that aren t big trough

to defend their own territory,

and adult females hoping

to lay eggs. The high protein

content of the immature
lizard; produces a growth

spurt in the males and gives

females the extra energy

they need to lay more eggs.

The scientists plan to

return to Haiti this year to

lake tissue samples for DNA
I rigor printing to detennine

if the lizards are making
meals of only their competi-

tors offspring. "Otherwise,

they might be eating Iheir own
young," Jenssen says, "and

that's not a good genetic

strategy."—Curt Wohleber

EVERYTHING YOU
ALWAYS WANTED TO
KNOW ABOUT SEX
IN SPACE

With a Mars mission cur-

rently on the drawing board, a

British doctor believes it's

about time we addressed ihc

question of sex. "Our knowl-

edge of the effects of space
travel on human sexuality

and the reproduction system
is sparse, bordering on

ronexislsnl," complains Roy
Levin, a consultant in sexual

physiology at Sheffield

Universily. loc.-iled in north-

en England. "Some of the

most elementary questions

have not been investi-

gated—indeed, in some
respects, they have not even

been asked."

Despite the obvious haz-

ards of radiation, stress,

and g forces on astronauts,

there has been no program to

evaluate the effects of space
travel on human spermato-
zoa. "Not only thai," says

Levin, "but exactly how sperm
ejaculated into the vagina
will perform in the weight-

lessness of space remains

completely unknown."

And if women ever do
conceive and live in space
throughout their gestation

period, inc dices lhat "space

stress" will have on embryo
development, says Levin, are

a lolal mystery.

— Ivor Smuilen

"Is sex dirty? Only il it's done
righf'

—Woody Allen
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MILKING MOO-ZAK

effect oi music on animals,

but Alicia Evans- is making a

science out of it. The Sidney.

Indiana, music therapist is

conducing a battery of

experiments to see what

kinds oF music inspire cows
to produce milk.

Evans's first study, in 1984.

revealed that at least one
herd of cows that had- never

been exposed !o music

during their milking .periods

was "moved" by such classi

cal compositions as Haydn's

Symphony No. 7 and Bee-

thoven's- Fifth Symphony:
Their m k production jumped
by 5.5 percent. Bui when
the same cows wore exposed

to heavy meta- in the to- m
of a KISS album, they literally

had to be shoved into their

milking puns, and milk pro-

duction dropped by about 10

percent. Country music
elso SKir.i'icsni v lowered ""Ik

production.

Evans repc-atoo the oxper-

imen" last year with another

group of cows that had been
exposed to music tram a

local radio station that broad-

easi everything from reli-

gious to hard rock music. This

bunch didn't respond to ..

c ass cal music, but when
KISS was !>sy ng, their milk

production soared. Evans's

oxpement, however, had an

unexpected eliocl on the

cows' owner: "By the time I

gol cone, my nerves were like

the s'.
r ngs oi [hose instru-

ments," he says.

Fvsns plans to expand- her

study by looking into the

eiic-CLS o; exposing herds to

.

24 hours of continuous

music and by placing the

cows on a Ihree months on.

being human and naving

good taste."

—Bmo.lt Biechf

ROBUG—THE
INCREDIBLE
MECHANICAL BEETLE

British design engineer

Arthur Collie used to collect

stag beetles, carry them
indoors, and Photograph
;hern scrambi nc over graph

paper. He found that the

insects were "beautiful

climbers." so beautiful, in

fact, that Collie has produced

a robot version of the beetle

thai he has dubbed Robug.

Of course, there are a

few differences between the

real thing and Collie's robotic

model. Beetles use claws

to help them maintain a grip

while climbing; Robug
boasts vacuum-driven suck-

ers on the ends of its four

ogs which, '.n preliminary

experiments, have enabled

:he o'ev ce to cling to and
climb up plywood ant: eve;.

glass s.i'taces.
'

It —ovos
with a sort of slow hop—
jump-crawl," says Collie of

he invention. The robot's

microprocessor brain is..able

to sense the surface and

can automatically adjust the

amount ol suction needed
to keep it in place, "eon-

fcrming to a surface the way
a car tire conforms to a
road?' he notes.

Robug automatically

adjusts to changes in surface

sternness, making i cea
for a variety of industrial

tasks says Collie. It couldset

to work on brick walls or

scramble up and down the

intermeshing supports of

an oil rig.

Mounted with cameras.

Robug could inspect a.ship's

hull underwater or even
inch ;ts way over aircraft.

Attach a vacuum-cleanerlike

device, and it could clean

up a nuclear power plant.

Robug and its inventor have
now started the long uphill

climb to find investors for the

proje ct,—IvorSmullen

4*

ieetie lover Artf\

wilding s better



THE SUBWAY THAT
SURVIVED THE QUAKE

The thought of being in a

subway during an earthquake

is enough to send most
people into apoplexy, but

that fear may be exagger-

ated. During San Francisco's

earthquake last October,

fo? instance, BART (Bay Area
Rapid Transit) experienced

no damage, and no injuries

were reported. That's be-

cause the subway has a built-

in warning system that sensed
thecoming quake and gave
BART engineers a precious

12 seconds to shut off the

power, stopping the trains.

BARTs alarm system is

actually a combination of ten

electromagnetic devices

that were installed five years

ago along its raK lines by

Kinemelrics, Inc. The sensors

are designed to detecl P

waves, the early and essen-"

tially harmless energy waves
released by an earthquake.

Had BART trains been in

motion when the powerful

and destructive S waves
struck, the quake could have

literally thrown the trains

from the tracks. This tragocy

was avoided during the

quake when the P-wave de-

tectors sounded an alarm

and engineers in BART's

GLOBAL CAT SCAN

Despite advanced tech-

nology that has allowed

scientists to peer at the far

edges of the universe, the

world right beneath our feet

has remained largely un-

known. That may change
soon, however, thanks to a

joint effort by the National

Science Foundation (NSF)

and 64 U.S. universities. They
lllil:m

'

:m j^Rj are constructing a global

network of seismic stations

that will yield delailed, three-

dimensional images ot our

planet's interior, down to

the earth's center.

By the year 2005 the

network plans to install more

Ki r^B'
than 100 .state-of-the-art

seismic measuring stations in

dozens of nations and at

the ocean boitom. enabling

scientists to study the circu-

lation of large-scale convec-

tion currents deep within

the earth, Convection cur-

rents are thought to be

ailed Si..':' 5an Francisco has- responsible for continental

e an oncoming tremor. drift, the formation of moun-
tain ranges, and earthquakes.

central monitoring stations Although only a handful

were able to bring the trains of statons are currently online,

into the nearest station using the network has begun to

auxiliary power. generate tantalizing glimpses

Unfortunately, most cities ot tormerly hidden subterra-

don't have P-wave alarm nean realms. "We can see
detectors as pari of Iheir regions of hot material rising

subway systems. According under the mid-ocean ridge

to Owen Wid.dicombe, presi- systems," says NSF scientist

dent of Earthquake Safety Leonard Johnson. "The
Systems, Inc., of Van Nuys, continents have very deep
California, many cities are roots. These are at least

unprepared. "People are two things' we guessed at but

looking at the problem now couldn't confirm until now."

because they're alarmed." he —CurtWohleber
says, "but how quickly miti-

gating resources like P-wave "Science is the great antidote

detectors will be applied is to rhe poison of enthusiasm
another- question." and superstition."

— Bill Lawren —Adam Smith
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I HOT CRYSTALS

Rock hounds and New
I Agers, beware! A new study

|
indicates that some popular

I crystals can increase home
radon levels by as much

I as 50 percent.

Researchers at Switzer-

land's Paul Scherrer Institute

located the homes ol 35
rock hounds with mineral col-

lections including crystals

of zircon, carnotite, titanite,

brannerite, monazite. pitch-

blende, and, chillingly

enough, coflinite—all of

THE MISS PIGGY DIET

In some respects, Chinese
pigs are a pork industry

dream: Some breeds pro-

duce an average of 15 piglets

a litter, as compared with

10 #0171 American breeds.

They star! procreating when
they are three months old,

while their more restrained

American counterparts hold

back unlil the ripe old age
of seven months. Not only

that, but Ihey seem to be

more tolerant of cold and re-

sistant 1o disease than do-

meslic porkers.

The downside?-They're too

darn fat, even for pigs.

"They're incredible lard ma-
chines," explains David
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McLaren, an animal scientisl

and geneticist ai the Univer-

sity Of Illinois. Over the

centuries pigs were bred to

produce lard—a valuable

commodity in China, but

there's virtually no market for

it in the United States.

Accordingly, 46 Chinese
pigs were sent last year

to what may be the ultimate

"fat farm." At this $1.7 million

facility on the Illinois campus,
experiments over the next

ten years may yield a new
breed that combines Ihe

leanness of American pigs

with the high productivity of

ihe Chinese varieties. One
approach is to' simply cross-

breed Asian swine with

capitalist pigs. Others include

implanting pigs with synthe-

sized growth hormones or

creating a "transgenic pig" by

toying with the animal's

DNA in its embryonic state.

The long-term goal of

the research is to produce a
new brand of superpig,

which means executives may
be able to eat power pork

while dining at power
lunches.—Steve Nadis

"Nothing in education is so

astonishing as the amount of

ignorance it accumulates

in the form of inert tacts."

—Henry Adams

"if you can't convince them,

confuse them."—Harry S Truman



Richard E. Toohey, health

physics manager at the

Argonne National Laboratory

in Argonne, Illinois, suggests

that cryslal collectors first

check the safety levels of their

collections with a commercial

radon lest, then, if the levels

seem high, rent a Geiger

counter. "If the crystal collec-

tion shows up on a Geiger

counter, above the standard

background radiation, you
might have a problem,"

he says. To play it sale,

Toohey recommends, seal

crystals in a display case and
vent the gases outdoors.

— Bill Lawren

DEATH CONDO

Last year eight public

cemeteries in Tokyo an-

nounced that they were filled

to capacity. The best esti-

mates say that over the next

20 years an additional 10,000

acres of prime Tokyo real

estate will be required to bury

the city's dead. In hopes of

securing a city plot so that

their families won't have

to make long treks into the

countryside to pay their

respects, many Japanese
join Buddhist temples. The
temples own land that can be

used for burials, but even
this acreage is becoming
scarce, according to Masao
Fujii of Taisho University's

department of religion.

The dilemma sparked an
idea in Reverend Koyu
Suzuki, head priest of 3354-
year-old Tokyo Buddhist

temple. In 1987 he opened
an aboveground, five-story

"condo cemetery." Each floor

is a single giant room with

rows of tombstones on plat-

forms. The plots sell for

$5,000 to $9,000 each. In

addition to replenishing

Ihe -.ernp e's coffers, temple
membership has swelled

by 50 percent.

Does the high-rise tomb
fad foreshadow a similar

trend for American urban
dwellers? Not likely, according

to Robert Harden, head of

ihe "National Funeral Directors

Association. He says that

Americans "would consider it

too untraditional" and that

cemeteries among the fruited

plains are not even close

to being overcrowded. If

everybody living in the United

States were to die tomorrow,

Harden says, "they could

be buried on a plot of land

half the size of Rhode
Island."—Paul McCarthy

"I am ready to meet my
maker. Whether my maker is

prepared for the great ordeal

o: meeting me is another

matter.

"

—Winston Churchill

PREHISTORIC
REFRIGERATORS

Even during the Ice Age
human beings needed
refrigeratorlike storage

schemes to stash extra food

for later use. a fact of Paleo-

lithic life that escaped an-

thropologists until they stum-

bled on a prehistoric

re I' aerator in a Michigan

cornfield. Excavations of the

field reveal that ai least one
group of 11,000-year-old

hunters kept their tood fresh

by storing it in a pond.

"What we have are the

remains ol a mastodon with

cut marks and disarticulation

[butchering] marks on some
of the bones," says Daniel

C. Fisher, professor of geo-

logical sciences at the Uni-

versity of Michigan in Ann
Arbor. Tall vertical poles were
found nearby to mark the

location of mastodon meat in

ihe pond. Fisher speculates

that anchors made of masto-

don intestines filled with

sand were used to prevent

the meat from drifting across

the bottom of the pond.

To confirm his conclusion

that the find was in fact a

primitive refrigeration storage

site, Fisher conducted a

series of experiments, leaving

fresh meat in cool ponds to

see how long it would last.

"There is some decomposi-
tion," he admits, "but ihe

meat can be eaten" up to four

months after being stored

in cold water Modern-day
Eskimo. Fisher says, routinely

store meal for months and
even a year by submerging it

in cold lakes.

For some reason, Ihe

hunters who so carefully

stored and marked the loca-

tion of their meat cache
never returned. "We don't

know why they didn't come
back to the site," Fisher says.

"Something might have

happened to them, or they

might have simply moved
on."—Joseph Banneth Allen

"An aquarium maintains

creatures from another world;

it's like, a reverse submarine."
—James Gorman
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HOW TO EAT LIKE
AN INCA

Speckled beans that puff

up in hot oil like popcorn,

two-foot-long pods that

produce a frothy sweet-as-

Jce-cream pulp, and tubers

that taste much the same
as potatoes flavored with sour

cream sound like exotic

fare- from the future—or even

another planet. But these

delicacies are among at least

30 "lost" crops once culti-

vated by South America's

Inca civilization that have re-

surlaced in recent years.

The crops are not simply

quaint novelties, says Noel

Vietmeyer, the National

Research Council's senior

program officer who recently

directed a study of Inca

foodstuffs. "They have the

potential to become important

new contributors to the

world's food supply."

Prior to the Spanish inva-

sion in 1532, the Incas had
created one of the most

sophisticated agricultural

systems ever known. On their

mountainside terraces fed

by interlocking irrigation

systems, they grew enough
food for 15 million people

and filled thousands of silos

and storehouses with a

surplus that could feed the

entire population for as long

as seven years.

And yet, Inca foodstufis

—

with the exception of the

potato—were dismissed by'

the Spanish invaders and
soon became lost to the rest

of the world. "But Indians

high in the Andes still grow
these crops," Vietmeyer

explains, "and they are sitting

on. a. cornucopia of nutritious,

good-tasting foods."
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Although crops originally

cultivated by the Incas now
grow near the equator, Viet-

meyer emphasizes that they

can also grow in cooler

zones. "They have the prom-
ise ol being grown in parts

of North America, Europe,

Australia, and other temperate

parts of the world." he says.

"We hope our study ol the

crops will stimulate more peo-

ple to try cultivating them."

—Sherry Baker

"Sometimes food is God!
Eat, you'lffeel better!"

.

—Dr. Sri Anukul Chandra
Chakravorty

MUMMY LOST AND
FOUND

Last October someone
phoned the University of

Utah's Utah Museum of Nat-

ural History in Salt Lake

City with a mysterious mes-

sage. A package was going

to be lett on the museum's
steps, the anonymous caller

said. According to the mu-
seum's curator, Ann Hanni-

ball, a box was found exactly

where the tipster had said

it would be, and inside it was
a remarkably well pre-

served mummy.
"We've determined that

these are the remains of an

ancient Indian, probably nine

hundred to twelve hundred

years old," says Todd Grey,

Utah aialc medical examiner.'

"We haven't done a complete

dissection, but from some
features of the skult it appears

thai the mummy is a female."

The woman is believed

to have belonged to the

Anasazi tribe, Native Ameri-

cans who farmed and
hunted in the American
Southwest from a.a 600 until

aoout 1350. Grey explains

that the rare find was naturally

mummified after burial,

probably in a dry desert cave.

Where did the mummy
come from? Probably from a

looter who had second
thoughts about stealing In-

dian artifacts from federal or

Indian lands, says Hannibal).

Grey, noting that such pilfer-

ing is punishable by stitf

legal penalties agrees. "The
idice are actively pursuing

lis case," he says. "The

lummy was packed in a

iars TV box. and they are

attempting to trace

the serial number on its back
to. the individual who bought

that television."

At present the mummy
remains in Grey's office,

stuffed in its cardboard box.

AUhuugn the case has been
widely publicized in Utah,

no Native-American group

has expressed interest in

giving the body a traditional

burial. "This has happened
before." says Grey. "In the

past, when we've contacted

modern tribes concerning

Anasazi remains, they've

shown very little interest be-

cause none claim to

be descendants of the Ana-

sazi."—Sherry Baker





6L/fe requires critical thinking skills,

the ability to express yourself, persuade, argue, and build.

That's what we need to teach students.^

begin fo believe it

themselves.

If you think some-
thing's wrong here,

you're right. Not
just Ricky and other

inner-city kids but

millions of suburban
kids, society kids,

and kids living in ru-

ral America leave

high school without

the basic skills to

make it in the world.

They have no formal

education, though
they've sat in vari-

ous classrooms (or

10 to 12 years. In

school they crammed their short-term

memories with some facts that were for-

gotlen as soon as the exam ended.
Kids say school is boring; it doesn't

relate to life; it doesn't teach you to do
anything. The fruits of these trends: One
out of every four high-school students

nationwide drops out. In large cities one
out of every two drops out. Of those who
do graduate, 60 percent don't have
enough education to land entry-level

jobs. By the year 2000 the United
States will need 750,000 more chemists,

biologists, physicists, and engineers.

The country is slowly awakening lo

the dilemma that threatens to under-

mine our economy, our vitality, even our

political. standing in the world. From the

scores of problems surfacing in educa-
tion today, Omni asked four journalists

to delve into some of the most press-

ing. A halo of hope emerges—efforts to

revamp classroom learning are under

way right now. The tests so loathed by
kids are under intense scrutiny and may
someday change from memorization
quizzes to genuine problem-solving in-

quiries. The traditional classroom struc-

ture itself may evolve into a training

ground for solving real-life problems.
And rather than be intimidated by the

success of students overseas, perhaps
we can learn from them and institute

some much needed changes in our own
system. Where money and resources
are lacking, big businesses are step-

ping in to fill the void. Where time and
patience are needed, mentors appear.

Finally, the problems facing our na-

tion's education system are being
flushed out of hiding. Our success at

finding and instituting solutions will

shape the next generation of leaders and
citizens in our country.—Sandy Fritz
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ACID TEST
Several times "a

year, approximately

40 million young-
sters around the

country pile into

classrooms, where
they hunch over

their desks and
spend hours black-

ening tiny bubbles
on a piece of pa-
per. They are taking

standardized multi-

ple-choice tests-
tests scored by ma-
chines and used to

decide matters of

considerable con-
sequence. "What is this boy's IQ?" for

example. Or, "Should this girl enter a

program for gifted children?" "Is this stu-

dent college material?" "How do the

kids in that school district stack up
against the rest of the nation?"

Forget, for the moment, accusations

that IQ tests reflect rac.al discrimination

and that the SATs (Scholastic Aptitude

Tesls) favor males. Many educators com-
plain that most current tests give ev-

erybody a raw deal. At worst, they di-

vert the entire educational system by
bending teachers to their will; Classroom
instruction becomes a matter of test prep-

aration. In many instances, material, sub-

jects^ and facts that do not appear on
the tests are never taught, no matter how
important they are.

SAT supporters say the tests still

serve as an inexpensive "common yard-

stick" that gauges how students meas-
ure up while providing state-by-state as

well as nationwide comparisons. They
also point out thai revamping these
tests would cost tens of millions of dol-

lars. Students, however, already know
what educators are now finding out: The
tests are too simplistic. "They don't meas-
ure your ability id do anything," says sev-

enteen-year-old Diana Schrage. "And if

you mess up and skip a bubble by mis-

take, ail your answers are wrong."

Educators, too, have their complaints

about these sorts of standardized
tests. "The real world is not made up of

five alternatives at every turning point,

arranged so that you just have to pick

the right one," says Albert Shanker, the

outspoken president of the American Fed-

eration of Teachers. "Life requires criti-

cal thinking skills, the ability to express
yourself, persuade, argue, and build.

That's what we need to teach students



and ihai's what we should be testing

them for."

More and more educators feel that

tests should embody the spirit of per-

formances—modeled on, say, afootball

game, or a science fair, or the much-
rehearsed school play—where kids

have the chance to show off what they

can do along with what they know. In

pilot projects employing this approach,

students often enjoy a test in spite of

themselves. At one South Bronx
school, for example, a state education

official supervised a "hands-on" science

test in which kids had to manipulate

such actual scientific equipment as

scales and electrical-outlet testers. The
reaction from several youngsters was
"Can we do this again tomorrow?"

Graduation requirements at Walden
III, a school in Racine, Wisconsin, ex-

emplify the proficiency approach to test-

ing. Seniors go through a "Rite of Pas-

sage Experience" final in which they

write, among other things, an autobiog-

raphy, They choose a history topic for a

research project and then take several

oral tests that are judged by a commit-

tee of teachers, fellow students, and one
adult from outside the school. Gradua-
tion requirements also dictate that stu-

dents give a series of presentations on

essential subject areas, reflect on their

own work progress, and write essays

about science, artistic standards, and

ethics. Graduating students c

thick portfolio of work while getting a

chance to both "perform" and demon-
strate what they know.

The "portfolio" approach to testing is

spreading Ihroughout the country.

Twelve school districts in California use
the approach for their English testing,

with kids writing introductions to their port-

folios, composing essays, and working

on successive drafts of a paper until it

reads just right. It also gives kids some-
thing more to show prospective employ-

ers than a simple high-school degree.

This semi-idealized vision of testing

is a reaction against today's situation,

where American students take close to

105 million standardized tests that sup-

posedly give educators simple, reliable

statistical data. What's so bad about
these tests? Some of the criticisms lev-

eled against these methods of measur-
ing learning include:

• They measure performance at one
point in lime. Ted Sizer, professor of ed-

ucation at Brown University and chair-

man of the Coalition of Essential

Schools, says, "Any adult would violent-

ly resist being judged on the basis of a

snapshot. All of us have good days and
bad days, and all of us change over

time." To more accurately judge a stu-

dent's true academic achievement,
kids should have opportunities to exhib-

it mastery in subject areas. His solution:

"performance based" testing in which
students show what they know by using

information in a problem-solving context,

such as the history exam taken by ju-

niors at Hope Essential High School in

Providence. Students there comb
through books, interview people, and
form a hypothesis on a-topic of their

choice. The test, an oral report, asks stu-

dents to synthesize diverse sources and
organize them into a single presentation.

• They are often administered and in-

terpreted inappropriately. According to

Bruce A. Bracken, professor of psychol-

ogy at Memphis State University and ed-

itor of the Journal of' Psychoeducational

Assessment, some practitioner some-
where in the United States administers

the wrong test to a child almost every

day of the school year. Worse, the test

then serves as the basis for poor deci-

sions about that child's future. On a grand-

er scale, statewide test results are often

compared with outdated test scores so

that students in every state score high-

er than the national average. The solu-

tion: Quit toying with test scores. "If

you're going to use a standardized
test," Bracken suggests, "it must be ad-

ministered and interpreted the exact

same way across the country."
• They are boring. "There's a real feel-

ing in traditional testing that it doesn't

matter how boring or onerous a test is,"

says Grant Wiggins, director of CLASS
(Consultants on Learning, Assessment,
and School Structure) in Rochester, New
York. Little kids, Wiggins says, burn out

after only 30 or 40 minutes of standard-

ized testing. The solution: engaging oral

and hands-on situations. Pupils at the

Thomas Jefferson Middle School in Lou-

isville, Kentucky, for example, take a
test that lasts for weeks. They make a
blueprint of themselves and use it to con-

struct a life-size puppet. Then pupil and
puppet give an oral report on the rigors

of the undertaking.

Some progress toward better tests is

being pioneered in such states as Con-
necticut, New York, California, and Mich-

igan. A test called the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress, or NAEP
(pronounced nape) for short, gives edu-

cators insight into what students rea//y

know. The test is deemed fairly reliable,

but its findings are frightening. The
NAEP has determined, for example,
that only 2.6 percent of seventeen-year-

old high-schoolers can write a persua-

sive letter and that only 18 percent of

them can write a two-paragraph letter

applying for a job, something SATs hint

at but can't measure directly.

Since 1969, its first year, the NAEP
test has yielded a broadbrush picture

of what American kids know at the ele-

mentary-, middle-, and high-school lev-

els. Until recently, the test results were
withheld from individual states. But this

year marks the start of the NAEP Trial

State Assessment Program, with volun-
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tary participation from 37 slates, two ter-

ritories, and the District of Columbia. The
outcomes wilt allow states to compare
themselves with one another on overall

.. student achievement.

Even the most vociferous critics of cur-

rent tests concede, however, that tests

themselves are not the problem. The way
they're used, the weight given to them,
and the fact that the tail wags the
dog. ..er... the schools irk critics. The iro-

ny, Wiggins points out, is that teachers

should "teach to the test," if the test re-

ally challenges kids and reflects a bold
new educational objective.

"A standardized test of intellectual abil-

ity," he says, "is a contradiction in

terms." His challenge to fellow educa-
tors: Prove that the cosl of such tests

—

in terms of what they fail to tell about
student learning and the way they com-
promise teacher professionalism—is sim-

ply too high, no matter how cost-effec-

tive they may be.—Dava Sobel

FRONT PAGE
As the deadline approaches, half a doz-
en reporters cradle phones, checking
facts and gathering last-minute quotes.

In a corner one writer argues with his

editor about changes in his story while

another writer, in a voice loud enough
for the whole newsroom to hear, excit-

edly describes her interview with a TV

star, The noise level rises almost out of

control but subsides when the editor in

chief pokes his head over the half wall

of his cubicle. Reporters working at a

dozen computer terminals, artists

hunched over their drafting tables, and
photographers in the darkroom rush to

complete their work.

One by one, finished pages appear
on a large computer screen for one fi-

nal check before they go to the printer.

Tomorrow 80,000 copies will be on
their way to our readers.

A closer look reveals something un-

usual about this newsroom. An eighteen-

year-old who was in prison for attempt-

ed murder sits at one computer, help-

ing a student from one of New York City's

most prestigious high schools. Next to

them a reporter on a day pass from a
drug treatment program struggles to

write about his life in the drug under-
world, and nearby a girl writes about a
crack addict she knows well: her father.

Other reporters in the newsroom include

a high-school dropout, a valedictorian,

several youngsters from traditional two-

parent homes, and two kids who are al-

ready parents themselves. A retired ad-
vertising agency president, incongruous

among Ihe swarm of energetic teens
'with his sweet-smelling pipes and dig-

nified manner, works the phones, trying

to convince a film company thai New

York leens are an important part of its

market. Two adult editors, a profession-

al desktop publisher, and myself keep
the logistics of the paper in motion.

In 1980, at the age of twenty-five,
I

founded the newspaper on which
they're all working

—

New Youth Connec-
tions. Our 24-page publication circulates

every month in more than 400 public

high schools, libraries, and community-
based youth programs, each paying $10
a year for a subscription. Fortunately,

we do not have to make a profit on our

newspaper because we receive dona-
tions from many corporations and foun-

dations. Our newsroom functions as an

extended classroom.

The kinds of kids we attract, I find all

too often, have been brutalized by pov-

erty. Often their education—their best
chance to escape poverty—consists of

10 or 12 years of drill for state-mandat-

ed competency exams. The kids run-

ning this paper are doing something
many of them have never done before:

They're learning to solve problems. Not
problems that they've been coached on

for six months but meaningful, multifac-

eted problems: What articles should we
write? What vocabulary should we use?
What responsibility do we have to the

various racial and ethnic groups among
our readers? Should we criticize school
administrators by name?

Our project provides the kids with a

context where school learning becomes
relevant. While working on the paper,

students learn to type, to read for the

"main idea," to travel the subways, lo

present themselves professionally on the

telephone and in an interview. They
learn to speak in a group and how to

listen. They become adept at address-
ing envelopes and using computers.

Most important, they learn about the

world outside of themselves, something
that traditional classroom education fre-

quently fails to do.
" As their fluency in these areas in-

creases, students often pose problems
for the adult editors. They question and
challenge the standards we set for the

paper. Battles often brew. In 1986 an
angry eighteen-year-old ex-graffiti art-

ist and high-school dropout picked a

fight that changed our paper forever.

Bonz Malone wrote entirely in slang,

with unconventional spelling, grammar,
and syntax. He wrote the way many of

our readers talked. Why couldn't New
Youth Connections run a column writ-

ten in slang?

At first I couldn't understand even
half of what Bonz wrote—he had lo trans-

late it. Yet there was a potency in his

work that transcended the street talk he
used lo convey his experiences. In an
early article Bonz described his first few.

minutes at a shelter for teenage runa-

ways as follows:

Dawghouse ragamuffins from

Brooklyn to the Bowery packed the

lounge. Big Foot showed me to my
room as a fight broke out.

"Aye yo, what kinda place \z this?"

"A place these kids call home,

"

"They live here?"

"Yeah, and you don't You can leave

and go home, but they can't. Yourroom
iz down the hall and to the left.

"

"Thanks."

There ain't no clock in here. What
tyme iz it!

"Tyme will tell, "a voice said.

"Who iz you?"
"Finsta. LE.S. [Lower East Side] /

came here to dry out. I was hooked on
the pipe and I didn 't care.

"

"When did you chill?"

"/( was hard, 'cause it took me two
years ta quit. One day I came home
from school and Moma Duke threw me
and my clothes out. 'Cause I stole

some money from her.
"

"But you look young. How ol' iz ya?"
"I'm fourteen.

"

All their lives our students had been
told that the way they spoke was
wrong, substandard, ignorant. Yet

Bonz's writing fearlessly flaunted their

speech, making a point in a way stan-

dard English could never duplicate.

When we shared Bonz's work with the

other students, their eyes lit up. They
recognized themselves and their expe-

rience in his writing.

Censoring Bonz's writing, I knew.
would crush and devalue our students'

experience. We decided not to edit

Bonz's work; some teachers disap-
proved, but many used it as a point of

departure to talk about dialect, forms of

expression, and self-identity. The col-

umn succeeded because it acknowl-

edged our readers' experience in a way
seldom done in school but without pa-

tronizing them by implying that street

talk works in mainstream discourse.

One name for what we do is experi-

ential education. You pose a problem,

throw diverse groups of students into a

team, and have them work at solving the

problem. When the kids solve problems
and do a good job, they become more
confident in themselves. Across the coun-

try, in thousands of schools and com-
munities, experiential education coach-
es kids to look to themselves for solu-

tions. The good programs share many
of the ingredients of our newspaper:
• They use problems to structure the learn-

ing environment.
• They are student centered.
• They give training in concrete skills.

• They acknowledge the validity of the

students' lives.
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;? Hear its bright and cheerful

lying its pretty little tune—dingy c

iugh the green—
L..V. thick, still, suL, „v
Mister Ice Cold and his nice ice

BIMOlIMBill

"i- ding— and excitement starts stirring where all was lazy and drowsy just a sweaty

it no longer lying flat on the grass, staring up at a slow-moving summer cloud without seeing it at all; he's

jinqy di-ding—as it sings softly scrambled to his feet and is running over the thick summer grass to ask his mother—nodding on the porch

, as it sings through over a limp magazine almost slipped from her fingers—if he can have enough money 1o

,», coming in his truck! frog. And Suzy Brenner's left off dreamily trying to tie her doll's bonnet ov-~
u -'

:ool balls of it plopped relief) and is desperately digging into her plastic, polka-dot purse to see i.

;hocolate frosting and buy her a cup of banana icecream with chocolate sprinkles. Oh, she can . : . .

1 into cups! throat can feel its coolness going down! And you, you've forgotten all about blowing througr

—dingy di-ding, dingy di- you can make it squeak the way you saw Arnold Carter's older brother do it; now you're clawing

> ^liif^rtfel-y^tiWiH Bmm®mMmm



feverishly with your small hands In both pockets, feeling your

way past that sandy shell you found yesterday on the beach,

and that little ball chewed bounceless by your dog, and that

funny rock you came across- in the vacant lot which'may, with

luck, be full of uranium and highly radioactive, and so far you

have come up with two pennies and a quarter and you think

you've just touched a nickel. Meantime Mister Ice Cold's

truck is rolling closer-—dingy di-ding, dingy di-ding—and
Martin Walpole, always a show-off, wipes his brow, points,

and calls out proudly, "I see it! There it is!"

And sure enough, there it is, rolling smoothly around the

corner of Main and Lincoln, and you can see the shiny, fat

fullness of its white roof gleaming in the bright sun through

the thick, juicy-green foliage of the trees, which have, in the

peak of their summer swelling, achieved a tropical density

and richness more appropriate to some Amazonian jungle

than to midwestern Lakeside, and you push aside one last,

forgotten tangle of knotted string in your pocket and your

heart swells for joy because you've come across another quar-

ter and that means you've got enough

for an orange icicle on a stick which

will freeze your fillings and chill your

gut and stain your tongue that gor-

geous, glowing copper color which

never fails to terrify your sister!

Now Mister Ice Cold's truck has

swept into full view, and its dingy di-

ding sounds out loud and clear and
sprightly enough, even in this steam-

ing, muggy air, to startle a sparrow

and make it swerve in its flight.

Rusty Taylor's dog barks for a sig-

nal, and all of you come running

quick as you can from every direc-

tion, coins clutched in your sweaty

fingers and squeezed tightly as pos-

sible in your damp, small palms, and
every one of you is licking your lips

and staring at the bright blue letter-

ing painted in frozen ice cubes that

spells out mister ice cold over the

truck's sides and front and back, and
Mister Ice Cold himself gives a sweep-
ing wave of his big, pale hand to

everyone from behind his wheel and
brings his vehicle and all the won-
ders it contains to a slow, majestic

halt with the skill and style of a com-
modore docking an ocean liner.

"A strawberry rocket!" cries fat Ha-

rold Smith, who has got there way ahead of everyone else as

usual, and Mister Ice Cold flips open one of the six small

doors set into the left side of the truck with a click and plucks

out Harold's rocket and gives it to him and takes the change,

and before you know it he has glided to the right top door of

the four doors at the truck's back and opened it, click, and
Mandy Carter's holding her frozen maple tree and licking it

and handing her money over all at the same time, and now
Mister Ice Cold is opening one of the six small doors on the

right side of the truck, click, and Eddy Morse has bitten the

point off the top of his bright red cinnamon crunchy munch
and is completely happy.

Then your heart's desire is plucked with a neat click from

the top middle drawer on the truck's right side, which has

always been its place for as long as you can remember, and
you've put your money into Mister Ice Cold's large, pale, always-

cool palm, and as you step back to lick your orange icicle

and to feel its coolness trickle down your throat, once again

you find yourself admiring the sheer smoothness of Mister

Ice Cold's movements as he glides and dips, spins and
turns, bows and rises, going from one small door, click, to

another, click, with never a stumble, click, never a pause,
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click, his huge body leaving a coolness in the wake of his

passing, and you wish you moved that smoothly when you
run over the gravel of the playground with your hands
stretched up, hoping for a catch, but you know you don't.

Everything's so familiar and comforting: the slow quieting

of the other children getting what they want, your tongue grow-

ing more and more chill as you reduce yet another orange
icicle, lick by lick, down to its flat stick, and the heavy, hot

summer air pressing down on top of it all.

But this time it's just a little different than it ever was before

because, without meaning to, without having the slightest

intention of doing it, you've noticed something you never no-

ticed before. Mister Ice Cold never opens the bottom right

door in the back of the truck.

He opens all the rest of them, absolutely every one, and
you see him doing it now as new children arrive and call out

what they want. Click, click, click, he opens them one after

the other, producing frozen banana bars and cherry twirls

and all the other special favorites, each one always from its

particular, predictable door.

But his big, cool hand always
glides past that one doorset into the

truck's back, the one on the bottom

row, the one to the far right, And you

realize now, with a funny little thrill,

that you have never—not in all the

years since your big brother Fred

first took you by the hand and gave
Mister Ice Cold the money for your

orange icicle because you were so

small you couldn't even count—you
have never everseen that door open

.

And now you've licked the whole
orange icicle away, and your

tongue's moving over and over the

rough wood of the stick without feel-

ing it at all, and you can't stop star-

ing at that door, and you know, deep
in the pit of your stomach, that you
have to open it.

You watch Mister Ice Cold care-

fully now, counting out to yourself how
long it takes him to move from the

doors farthest forward back to the

rear of the truck, and because your

mind is racing very, very quickly, you

soon see that two orders in a row will

keep him up front just long enough
for you to open the door which is nev-

er opened, the door which you are

now standing close enough to touch, just enough time to

take a quick peek and close it shut before he knows.

Then Betty Deane calls out for a snow maiden right on top

of Mike Howard's asking for a pecan pot, and you know
those are both far up front on the right-hand side.

Mister Ice Cold glides by you close enough for the cool

breeze coming from his passing to raise little goose bumps
on your arms. Without pausing, without giving yourself a

chance for any more thought, you reach out.

Click! Your heart freezes hard as anything inside the truck.

There, inside the square opening, cold and bleached and
glistening, are two tidy stacks of small hands, small as yours,

their fingertips reaching out toward you and the sunlight;

their thin, dead young arms reaching out behind them, back

into the darkness. Poking over the top two hands, growing

out of something round and shiny and far back and horribly

still, are two st If cclden orsds of hair with pretty frozen bows
tied onto their ends. But you have stared too long in horror

and the door is closed, click, and almost entirely covered by

Mister Ice Cold's hand, which seems enormous, and he's

bent down over you with his huge, smiling face so near to

yours you can feel the coolness of it in the summer heat,



"Not thai door," he says, very softly, and his small, neat,

even teeth shine like chips irom an iceberg, and because of

his closeness now you know that even his breath is icy cold.

"Those in there are not for you. Those in there are for me."
Then he's standing up again and moving smoothly from

door to door, click, click, click, but none of the other children

see inside, and none of them will really believe you when you
tell them, though their eyes will go wide and they'll love the

story, and not a one of them saw the promise for you in Mister

Ice Cold's eyes. But you did, didn't you? And some night,

after the end of summer, when it's cool and you don't want it

any cooler, you'll be lying in your bed all alone and you'll hear

Mister Ice Cold's pretty little song coming closer through the

night, through the dead, withered autumn leaves.

Dingy di-ding, dingy di-ding....

Then, later on, you just may hear the first click. But you'll

never hear the second click. None of them ever do.

3 she opened theSCANMAN BY PAT CADIGAN As soon
door, Loretta knew she was in trou-

ble. The living room was empty and
quiet, but the stale stink of cigarette

smoke was like a shrieking alarm, at-

tuned to a frequency only she could

hear. The Dave Frequency. Calling

all victims

—

Stop it!She clutched her

briefcase more tightly. I am a pro-

fessional woman now, a responsible,

self-sufficient, strong working single

parent, not Dave Alessio *s Live-in Vic-

tim and Punching Bag, and if he is

here, I will just call the police and
they will cart him away.

The ashtray on the floor next to the

couch was full. He must have sat for

hours, chain-smoking while he wait-

ed for her or Barry to come home

—

Barry. She felt herself go cold

from the inside out. God, if there is a

God, let this be an afternoon that Bar-

ry had soccer practice, or Chess
Club, or Computer Club, or that he
went over to Michael's house to ride

Michael's skateboard. Dear God,
don't let him have come home alone

to walk into this. Dear God, if You
have spared him this I swear I'll buy
him his own skateboard—

Barry's schoolbooks lay in a heap _
on the dining room table. Loretta's

inner temperature dropped to absolute zero. She could imag-
ine it: Barry letting himself in through the kitchen door, may-
be singing to himself, dropping his books on the table as he
headed for the living room to watch a little illicit MTV before
she came home when she'd toldhim no MTV until his home-
work was done, and then stopping short at the sight of his

father sitting on the couch, smoking, grinning. His father, who
had finally put both of them in the hospital, her with cracked
ribs and a concussion, Barry with a broken arm and bruises,

before she had come to her senses, put out a restraining

order, and fled to a shelter. Dave, whom Barry hated and
feared more than anyone else in the world.

It wasn't the first time he'd found them. In the four years
since they had left, Dave had found them half a dozen times.

She had no idea how. Dave was incapable of staying off

booze, holding a job, controlling his temper, oranyihingeven
approximating normalcy, but the one thing he could do was
find her and Barry whenever he wanted. Whenever he tired

of taking his black hate out on the world in general and need-
ed a couple of real victims to terrorize.

"Barry?" she whispered hoarsely and cleared her throat.

Maybe he was hiding. Maybe he had smelled the ciga-

rette smoke (the one thing Dave had gotten out of the few AA
meetings he had attended: another habit) and hid. Maybe he
was still hiding. A slim hope, but something she could cling

to besides her briefcase as she tiptoed through the living

room, past the dining room table to the kitchen. The house
was so impossibly quiet, as it couldn't have been with Dave
on one of his rampages, that she wouldn't rule the possibility

out. At eleven, Barry was a bright, resourceful kid—the coun-
selor at school had called him gified, so maybe... maybe...

The small, narrow kitchen had been thoroughly trashed.

Everything from the cabinets, the shelves, the refrigerator had
been thrown on the floor, and the refrigerator door still hung
open. Dave, looking for a bottle- of anything, cooking sherry,

vanilla extract, cough medicine, anything with alcohol in It.

She caught sight of the picture taped to the refrigerator

door. Barry had made it, using his computer scanner on her

favorite picture of herself. She had wished aloud for some-
thing that would make her stay on her diet, and Barry had
whipped out a mock ad tilled "Mom's Diet" with before and

^^^^^_^^^^^_ after pictures, the before picture

stretched horizontally, the after pic-

ture stretched vertically. Written in

heavy black marker across both pic-

tures was the word bitch.

"Barry.' "The despair in her voice

shocked her more than the ruined

kitchen, and she was suddenly filled

with rage. She yanked open one of

the kitchen drawers, grabbed the big-

gest carving knife she owned, and
strode back through the living room
to the stairs.

"Dave?" she called, starting up
slowly. "Dave, I know you're herel I'm

coming upstairs now, and if you're

smart, you'll just leave quietly, be-

cause somebody will get hurt if you
don't, and it won't be me this time!

And if you've hurt Barry, if you've
even touched him, I'll W/you!"
No answer. She stood at the top

of the stairs, knife in hand, and
looked down the hallway.

At last the sounds penetrated the

fear-rage that had enveloped her:

funny little mechanical sounds, the

beeps and boops and buzzes of one
of Barry's computer games. Barry play-

ing a computer game? With Dave'? It

couldn't have been Dave playing

alone; he wouldn't have had the first idea how to turn Barry's

computer on. He was more likely to smash it

—

"Barry? Answer met
"

Barry's door opened then, and her son poked his head
out, smiling. "Sorry, Ma, I didn't hear you calling," He disap-

peared. "C'mon in, I've got a hot game going here."

"A hot game?" She ran to the doorway, expecting to see
Dave silting on the edge of Barry's bed looking smug, or

maybe passed out on the floor, but there was only Barry,

sitting at his desk, beaming at the computer monitor while he

manipulated the joystick.

"C'mon in," he said again without looking away from the

screen. "You might want to try this one."

"But the cigarettes—the kitchen
—

" She stopped.
He glanced at her, flashing a grin. "I'll help you clean it up,

don't worry. But you gotta check this out, Ma."
She hid the knife behind her back and went over to him.

On the screen was a cartoony scene from something called

Barbarian Battler ox some such, where a stiff little figure with

a sword fought its way through a series of monsters, avoid-

ing traps, cliffs, boiling oil, and hurtling balls of fire

—

He glanced at her again. "Is this great or what?"



^ He got up and shoved the joystick

into her hands. "Sit down, Ma. I know
you'll want to try this one." He took the

knife out of her hand. "You don't need

this. Just the joystick." She let him push

her down on the chair and blinked at

the screen in confusion as the figure

disappeared in a bright flash.

"Oops," Barry said. "Killed again.

Wait a second, he'll reappear. Have to

start over from the beginning, though."

The figure that reappeared was wear-

ing a regular shirt and pants, not the bar-

barian's customary loincloth, and instead

ol,a sword, he was holding a bottle. The
figure'sface turned toward her, and she

saw its mouth open wide. A terrified if

mechanical-sounding scream came faint-

ly from the speaker.

"Go ahead, Ma. See how far you can

get him. Maybe you can get him all the

way to the lair of the giant black widow.

He really, really hates that."

She sat, unable to move, unable to

speak. Barry reached over and pushed
the joystick she was holding so the fig-

ure moved forward; it was still scream-

ing. She looked away and saw it on the

desk, still plugged in, the red lightglow-

ing above the brand name stenciled on

the plastic case: scanman. The scanner

Barry had used on her photograph.

"I know the resolution's not great," Bar-

ry went on, "but it doesn't have to be.

The scanner got enough to make it work-

able. All I had to do was get him in

range. After that, it was easy."

She put her hand over Barry's as the

figure was confronted by a blocky but

workable green dragon. Scanman.
She moved the joystick so that the fig-

ure stepped directly into the stream of

fire coming from the dragon's mouth.

Barry squeezed her shoulder. "You

play for a while, Ma. I'll go down and
start cleaning up the kitchen. Okay?"

She took a breath. The figure on the

screen reappeared on the other side of

the dragon, obviously burned, and
moved forward again.

"Yeah," she said. "Okay."

KOOL KING
By John Skipp and Craig Spector

Up the stairs, on the big-screen TV,

Kool King is frying eggs with his blow-

torch again. I don't have to see him; I

know it by heart. His closed-captioned

bellow tears into my brain like a bone
saw through a Gummy Bear.

Kool King is speaking to me.

I awaken, painfully sprawled at the

foot of the basement steps. Cool

breeze from above cuts through the swel-

ter, chills the sweat (or is that blood?)

that burns in my eyes. In the darkness

upstairs, moist and pallid things rustle

in the shadows from the TV screen.

They are chilling with the Kool King.

And waiting for me.
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We were watching Lawrence ofAra-

biawhen Kool King came into our lives.

It was late last sweltering Friday night:

too hot to go out, too hot to stay home,

too hot to even sleep. Upstairs, the

twins moaned and squirmed in their

beds, but Amber and I had given up.

So we clutched our lukewarm soft

drinks and balefully stared at Peter

O'Toole instead. He was sweating, too,

but on him it looked dashing. We, on

the other hand, looked more like a pair

of large pressed hams left under the

porch too long. Suddenly a deafening

crash made me race to the window.

Bernie Barnham's brand-new RCACol-
orTrak was smoking on the opposite

curb. Bernie stood in the black hole

where his window used to be, the jag-

ged shards of glass ringing him like

teeth, so that it appeared he was being

swallowed by his own living room.

"IT'S A HEAT WAAAAVE...!" a tele-

vised voice bellowed, and I started to

laugh. I couldn't help it. I'd thought

about throwing ol' Lawrence's Arabia

through the window, too.. It was the

heat. It had gotten to everybody. All

down the block you could see the

signs: empty pools, short tempers,

lawns brittle as twigs. The air was hot

and thick, promising rain that it never

delivered. "AND YOU KNOW WHAT
THEY SAY," the voice brayed on. "IF

YOU CAN'T TAKE THE HEAT..!"

1 turned to look, and Kool King was
there: part Crazy Eddie, part Jerry Fal-

well, part Bruce the shark from Jaws.

He had a skillet in one hand and a blow-

torch in the other. He let loose with a

blast of flame that fried Ihe eggs in siz-

zling punctuation, as a whole wall of air

conditioners cranked at full blast be-

hind him, buffeting dozens of plastic

streamers in the gale-force breeze.

"DON'T FRY AT HOME! COME TO
KOOOOL KING FOR OUR JULY CHRIST-

MAS SALE, AND GET TWICE THE ICE

FOR HAAAALF THE PRICE!!!"

"Maybe we should get one," Amber
said, from the soggy couch behind me.

She looked like a damp replica of her-

self, fashioned entirely out of wet
washrags.

"I thought you hated air conditioners."

"I do," she said. "But the girls have

that horrible heat rash now, and the freez-

er can't even make ice cubes, and..,"

She grinned like a sad-eyed clown on

black velvet. I nodded, took a warm
swig, and looked at Kool King.

He wasn't sweating a bit.

The next day, we went to the new
Kooi King outlet. A life-size cardboard

Kool King greeted us at the door. Up
close, he looked a little pallid and pasty,

but that was quickly forgotten as the

doors slid shut behind us. It was the

first comfortable place we'd been in

ages; even the twins could tell the dif-

ference. The peace that fell over their

tired little three-year-old bodies sold us
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more than any pitch. We promptly se-

lected the unit for us. Twenty thousand

Btus, Automatic Komfort Kontrol, the

works. It was the top of the line, the "Tur-

bo King."

Within the hour it sat in our window
like a squat black aluminum Buddha,

humming a mantra of cool creature com-

fort. I could feel the jealousy radiate up

and down the block. Bernie Barnham
watched with naked envy as I waved
and shut the door. We spent our whole

weekend in the living room, curled up

midway between the tube and the Kool

King, with the shades drawn and the mov-

ie channels on, the climate controls all

cranked to ten. We slept, maybe better

than we had in all our lives.

When Monday came I dreaded go-

ing back out to work and with good rea-

son. Two days in the clutch of the Kool

King and I was a different man. The air

conditioner in my car was a pathetic

joke. The one at my office was down-

right irritating. My skin felt clammy. My
sinuses swelled. The sun seemed way
loo bright; it burned through my triple-

tinted shades and left me with a head-

ache that whanged through the after-

noon. A little after three I discovered the

rash. Knobby little ridges ran up the in-

sides of my arms, elbow to armpit. They

itched. When I scratched, they came off

in flaky, rubbery strips, the skin raw and

pale underneath.

I pulled into my driveway at a little

past five. The rash had spread to my
chest, and new patches appeared on

my legs. I leapt out of the car and
dashed up the steps, heart thudding in

my chest as I stepped inside. Darkness

and flickering TV light. Romantic movie

music, blaring. Strange smells, hanging

in the cool damp dark as I stood there,

waiting for my eyes to adjust. The win-

dows had been spray-painted black,

some spots streaked and oversprayed

till it ran and pooled on the sills. I took a

step inside, kicked through something
soft, reached down, and brought it up

to inspect in the light. It was reed-slen-

der and three inches tall, with a pale

scaly cap that crumbled in my hands. A
mushroom, in the dim light it seemed
like there were thousands, scattered in

clusters like fairy rings.

"Amber...?" I called out, nervous now.

The rash prickled, relentless. "Hon, is

everything okay?"

And then they rounded the corner.

"Daddeee...!" the twins keened,
swarming around me in leg-hugging

toddler formation. I reached down to

touch them. Felt the absolute wrong-
ness there. And then Amber came out

of the shadows.
"Honeee, we misssed youuu...," she

hissed, angelic face swollen into fungal

parody: pale, nonporous, smooth, and
hairless, flecked with little loamy speck-

les as she reached for me with thick,

chalky fingers.

I shrieked. I swatted at her hand. The

digits snapped and flew and thudded
softly on the carpet. I backed into the

basement door, the twins still on my leg.

! fumbled with the knob, got it open, des-

perately slid behind it. The girls would

not let go. I slammed the door on my-

self, on them. The girls would not let go.

Then I slammed the door again, and
the little gray arms snapped off. without

a sound, and I could see the rings and
ridges inside them, dainty little mush-

room arms tumbling down the steps...

...and me, tumbling after...

I fade to gray, black out, come back.

It's cooler now, that much I know. And
all the pain is gone.

I awaken, this time, to a fungoid won-

derland: multicolored lichens and brack-

et mold rising in graceful topographical

tiers, tiny mushroom forests and glisten-

ing slime mold minarets everywhere. The

stairs, the walls, the ceiling, the floor

sprout and shimmer with magnificent

life. I waste a second on fear, then give

way to amazement.
Slick gray twins stand over me, mal-

formed and smiling. I wonder what my
kids are doing at the bottom of the

stairs. Then I blink, blink again, and the

top of the stairs comes clear: my two

one-armed children waving down at me,

their little stumps growing back with alarm-

ing speed. Amber, her second head ful-

ly formed, calls to me in stereo. Her fin-

ger buds wave. I begin to see the

possibilities. My six—make that eight

—

arms wave reassurance.

"I'll be right up!" I
call to her. My

voice sounds strange, but that's okay.

Kool King is speaking.

To me.

FALLING APART
By Whitley Strieber

Brian had been enjoying such a nice,

peaceful sleep and now this. The ob-

ject in his hand was cool and kind of

wet. Sticky. He waited for the dream to

end. When it didn't go away, he hefted

the object. Totally real.

The thought crossed his mind that

Mort Downey might have been angry at

him for some imagined slight—but don't

cats always go in their boxes?

Gingerly, he squeezed the thing.

It was too firm to have been deposit-

ed by the cat. Brian sat up. When he

opened his hand, a prickly shock went

through him. The object looked a lot

like an eyeball.

He rose from the bed and went to-

ward the bathroom, holding his

cupped hand out in front of him. He
closed and locked the door and turned

on the light. The eye stared up at him. It

was green and it had little black flecks

in the iris. It was a human eye and it

seemed to be real. He managed—just
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WHERE THE WILD
THINGS ARE
PHOTOGRAPHS BY FRANS LANTING

Wings beaiing against the sky.

a V-shaped flock of snow geese

migrates southward. We hu-

mans, tethered to the earth,

marvel at their airborne sym-

metry. These birds chart their

course unerringly—relying on

the sun and stars as guide-

posts, navigating thousands of

miles from summer breeding

grounds to winter habitats. Do
the birds travel as one only by

chance? Or is their journey evi-

dence of evolution's hand?
Birds flock, fish school, wil-

debeests (like those at left

feeding on the Tanzanian sa-
" vanna) live in herds. Elephants,

African and otherwise, congre-

gate, welcoming a stray back to

the fold with a community
dance. Even the lone bald ea-

gle will allow the company of

others under certain condi-

tions. These social patterns are

pari of a grand design: Species

that stay together do so to en-

sure their survival—to guaran-

tee the continuation of the gene

pool. Many creatures, great and
small, reproduce more suc-

cessfully and are better pro-

tected when they live in groups.

While some birds flock during

migration, other aviators gather

at specific sites solely to feed.

Along the Pacific coasts of

Canada and Alaska, for in-

slance. large numbers of bald

eagles assemble where salmon

die after spawning. Because
little competition for trie food

supply exisis, the eagles putup
with one another. Once sated,

the birds embark on their sin-

gular peregrinations.

Certain breeds seem almost

to enjoy a sense of community:

Penguins travel together in

flocks, tobogganing on their

bellies across the ice as they

migrate, making for a spectac-

ular winter carnival. Especially

gregarious, they perform elab-
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vening on the frigid shores of

Antarctica— in rookeries of up
lo 1 million. Their shore leave,

however, occurs on the raresi

of occasions (when they breed

and molt, though not necessar-

ily in thai order).

The lesser llamingo (yes.

there are greater flamingos.

too), given to love-ins, clusters

nearly all the time. Thousands
ol couples prepare to mate si-

multaneously; this ensures rapid

and synchronized egg laying.

Though exhibitionists, preening

and courting each other in

public, they do appear to be
monogamous.
Even the lowly marine igua-

nas, which sun themselves in

groups, can be social when it's

to their advantage: Courtship

consists of the male bobbing his

head and reaching for the fe-

male's neck. The rest is (natu-

ral) history. The giant tortoise's

sexual contact is limited: It's

possible for a female to mate
only once and. because she

stores the male's sperm in her

body, then lay eggs for several

years. (The mating, extremely

rigorous, is also mighty un-

pleasant: Males bite, inflicting

serious wounds on their be-

loveds, which attempt to flee;

females respond with a cry, not

a whisper.) They will take to the

water together, though not for

any specific purpose.

In the kingdom of animals

sometimes a brood consists of

blood relatives: other times the

collection is as random as a
group of moviegoers. A strange

circle of aunts, uncles, mothers,

and fathers surround African

lion cubs. A group of sisters and
a group of brothers from com-
pletely different genetic lines

form a pride ol lions. The repro-

ductive cycles of all the females

become synchronized within

the pride: they go into heat and
give birth at generally the same
time. Females nurse both their

own and their sisters' offspring.

Because the females mate with

several males, it's impossible to

determine a cub's real lather. As

Webbed feet help

the king penguins (above)
swim. JSockhopper

penguins (right) jump
like kssRger&os.

These giant Galapagos
tortoises (below,

top) weigh as much as 500
pounds. Flamingos

(below, middle) share
the egg-sifting

duties. Marine iguanas
(below, bottom)

can dive down IS feet.

a result, each male treats every

cub as if it were his own.

The gray wolf resides in a
more traditional family unit. The
parents—the alpha, or domi-

nant, male and female—repre-

sent the only wolves in the pack
that reproduce. Offspring of the

alpha pair make up the rest of

the family—as many as ten an-

imals. Other wolf relatives, like

maiden aunts, sometimes latch

on to the pack and help with

nurturing and hunting chores.

creating an extended family. A
single pair of wolves would have

great difficulty feeding the

young, thus jeopardizing the fu-

ture ot their gene pool. A family

of wolves, however, works as a

team and can thus down larger

animals, usually moose or deer,

substantial enough to meel the

nutritional needs of the entire

clan. (Young ones eat first; older

siblings and adults follow.)

The survival of the African el-

ephant (the shape of its ear im-

itates the shape of the land it

hails from) depends less on the

availability of food than on the

vulnerable nature of a small

group of animals living closely

together. Traditionally, ele-

phants collect in families made
up of a mother, her daughters,

their young, and sometimes a

grandmother. Most of these fe-

males stay in the same herd for

life— life being as long as 60 or

70 years. When males reach

maturity at 14 to 16 years, how-

ever, the females drive them
away in an effort to protect the

rest ol the group. Males, then

begin a life of solitary wander-
ing, interrupted only by brief

([hough close) encounters with

female elephants.

Within the hierarchy of the el-

ephant family, a single female,

usually the oldest animal, as-

sumes the role of leader. She
best understands the idiosyn-

crasies of the range—where it

will provide food and where the

terrain is unforgiving—and the

herd depends on her knowl-

edge for survival. The rest of the

animals spend their time caring

for one another (they are a lov-
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ng lot; the period

between foreplay and
lovemaking lasts up to

three days) and teaching

the young.

Because of constant

contact among animals,

the elephants develop close

social ties. Consequently, the

sudden death of an individual

disrupts the entire herd. With

their agile trunks, the elephants

will go over the body of the de-

ceased, as it to determine the

cause of death. When ele-

phants are allowed to die natu-

rally, the herd will sometimes
hold a funeral, blanketing the

body with mud and leaves,

branches, and earth.

In parts of Africa where
poaching is rampant, the family

units have fallen apart and large

herds of as many as 500 ani-

mals have formed. In the past,

these large numbers offered a

defense against predators. Un-

fortunately, this ancient instinct

does not protect the elephants

from rifles.

More than just elephants have

been faced with slaughter; the

killing ot seal pups has enraged
the family of man the world over.

Their vulnerability is brought

home by the term weaners,
meaning, of course, that they've

only recently been separated

from their mothers.

Zebras, too, were once
hunted for their skins; these be-

nign creatures, when left alone,

will graze peacefully with other

species, collecting at watering

holes in herds as large as

10.000 during the rainy season.

Within the herds, there are

cliques of sorts: stallions that

cavort together; families that

nurture their own young, en-

couraging the newborns to

keep pace with the adults at

speeds up to 40 miles per hour.

Strong bonds are forged
among a gaggle of Canadian
snow geese, whose homing in-

stincts lead them overthe same
migratory path from generation

to generation. For the females

in particular, biology and des-

tiny are linked; they prefer to re-

Wm

Snow geese (left)

gather in a staging area
before starting

their migration. For

Sally Lightfoot

crabs (top), seaweed is

a favorite meal.
Elephant seals (above,

middle) grow
up to 18 feet in length.

Swift Kenyan
zebras (above, bottom)

can reach speeds
of 40 miles per hour.

turn to their birthplace when
breeding. On migratory trips,

they draw together, but when
summer arrives they prefer to

wander in pairs.

Why do creatures living be-

low the surface of rivers, lakes,

and oceans gather together?

That is, why do tish school?

Not all fish school. Some
species live in kelp beds, hide

in the sand, or live on coral reefs.

Schooling best suits fish living

in the open, where they are vul-

nerable to predators. A school

is meant to befuddle intruders;

when finding a lone fish, preda-

tors know exactly what to at-

tack. But when confronted with

a whole mass of fish, acting as

a superorganism, the attacker

becomes confused.

Schooling also works to

communicate the presence of

food and encourages fish to eat.

Food appears sporadically and

must be eaten before it floats or

swims away.

To make sure they get their

fill, still other water dwellers will

run for their supper. The Sally

Lightfoot crab, also a clusterer,

will skip across short stretches

of water (hence the name) en

route to a seaweed dinner; dis-

turb it and the crustacean
squirts water at the interloper.

The habits of many of these

beings are not so different from

our own. Like elephants we form

family bonds and grieve for lost

members. Like lions and seals,

we nurture our young.

Should, in some fantasy

world, these creatures have the

chance to observe us. to char:

our daily and nightly activities,

they'd see us feeding in groups,

commuting en masse, and in

small towns at dusk, they worid
watch our offspring skipping

lightly toward dinner. As Earth

Day approaches, it's fitting to

pause and ponder the signrfi-

cance of each living thing_

Somehow its survival is bound
up with our own. And evident of

not. a contribution to the world

as a whole is made, by these

and its millions of other inhab-

itants.—Cathy SpencerDO
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barely—to stifle the scream. All that es-

caped was a woebegone quack, like a
duck reacting to bad news.
He was aware that Mort Downey was

rubbing against the door, growling like

an old DeSoto. The cat had seen Brian

get up and wanted to be fed. Not cat

food but the hand thai offered it.

Never mind Mort, think back over the

past few minutes. What had woken him
up? Not the alarm, it was too early.

Dimly, he remembered that his left eye
had itched. He'd rubbed it....

It took a slow, hard minute for him to

admit that he was only seeing through

his right eye. The mirror told a sicken-

ing story. Where his left eye should be
there was a big, black socket.

This time the scream escaped, but

terror reduced it to a rattling hiss no loud-

er than the sound of a dying tire.

Thank God he hadn't awakened Ju-

lie. Right now she was strictly no-win. If

she saw no eyeball, then he was crazy.

But if she did see it this was real, and it

must not be real

!

He reached up with his free hand and
felt the socket. There was no pain, only

a dull, deep itch that made him wish he
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could scratch the inside of his brain.

"Your eyeball is not in your hand," he

said to the face in the mirror. The face

stared back, its right eye sincere, its left

a black cave.

Why did the hole just sort of... itch?

Experimentally he tried to put the eye
back. To his amazement and delight it

went in and fairly easily.

He could even see—sort of. The
world looked like it was behind a
screen of wax paper, but it was definite-

ly there. He blinked. Things got clearer.

He poured in some Murine.

Even better.

After a series of hard blinks, the pale,

nervous face of Brian Mitchell swam and
shuddered in the.mirror. What he need-
ed to do now was to plunge that face

into a basin of ice-cold water and get

some nice, rosy color back,

When he bent over the sink, the eye
fell out with a rubbery plop.

He grabbed it and pushed it back in.

Out in the bedroom the alarm
buzzed. "Brian," Julie called softly.

The sound of her voice made him
turn—far too quickly. Both of his eyes
Mew across the bathroom and hit the

door. As he leaped after them, his right

foot sucked out of his ankle and arced
into the toilet. He fell against the door
blind, unbalanced, and scrabbling.

An eye slipped between his fingers.

Julie rattled the knob.

"It's locked, Brian."

"The cat was going to get me!"
"Mort only has four teeth."

"But they're very sharp." Give me an
eye, any eye! And that damned foot!

"Open this door!"

There! His fingers closed around a

slippery eyeball and he returned it to its

socket. The other eyeball was beside
his knee. God forbid, he'd almost knelt

on it and popped it!

"Unlock the door, Brian!"

He put the second eye back into his

head and twisted the doorknob. As the

door opened he remembered his foot-

Desperate, he shoved the stump of his

ankle in after it.

"Your foot is in the toilet!"

"The drain
—

"

"You don't unclog a drain with your

foot! Go get the plumber's helper. It's in

the hall closet, I think." She started her

gargling ritual, Slowly, his heart whang-
ing in his chest, he began to withdraw
his leg from the toilet. The question was,
would the foot come, too?

Please, please come. It felt seated in

the ankle. Surely it would come. It had
to, Julie must not see this, no. It could

not be anything except a crazy, crazy

'liyhlmare of some kind.

The foot came out with a sucking gur-

gle. He wiggled his loes, rocked his an-

kle. Oops! Careful, there. Itwasn't exact-

ly tight, but if he was cautious...

Aside from the fact that a couple of

fingers almost got away from him while

he was knotting his tie, he had no trou-

ble getting dressed.

After a long time Julie came out of

the bathroom She had a big towel

draped over her head and shoulders

and was fooling with something under-

neath. She'd taken so long that they

didn't have time for breakfast. By seven
they were on their way to the city.

There were cars here and there on

the roadside, some of them at funny an-

gles. As they moved off the freeway and
into the city streets, a curious hush fell.

But for an occasional scurrying figure,

the sidewalks were empty.

"Look at that," Julie said.

Brian almost ran into the back of a

stalled bus. "it must be artificial!"

Julie was extremely nervous. "It's a
real leg," she said. "Nobody would put

an argyle sock on a wooden leg. It'd

be... undignified."

They turned the corner. In the park-

ing lot, Julie said, "You squeak."

She was right. Take a step, creak.

Smile. Cr-r-r-eak! Careful!

As they lurched toward their building,

he noticed that she squeaked, too.

The guard in the lobby sat still and
silent, his head bowed. He hid some-
thing in his cupped hands.

Because of its rapid acceleration -he

elevator was going to be a problem. Bri-

an was loose, there was no doubt
about it. He pictured his arms dropping

to the floor as the car shot upward.

But he had no reason to fear. Old Dan-

ny, the elevator operator, had decided
to run the thing at a crawl. By the time

he reached his office he felt like he was
stuck together with little more than chew-
ing gum. "Hold my calls," he barked in-

to the intercom. His secretary replied

with a hysterical little shriek.

He could feel his knees coming un-

done, his shoulders, elbows, knuckles

—

every joint in his body.

There was an uneven knock at the

door. As Brian whirled toward the

sound, he lost both ears, his scalp, and
his right arm, When he grabbed for it,

his left side went to pieces. The big leg

bones tumbled out of his pants like a

couple of bowling pins. He toppled.

"Wait a minute," he hollered, desper-

ate to keep his caller at bay. His teeth

battered the door like bullets.

He crawled out of his remaining foot.

Then he felt something on the floor. He
jammed the scalp back onto his head.

As he was trying to reattach an ear,

the door swung open. His secretary

came flapping and collapsing into the

room, legs and torso held together only

by a popping complex of garters. Brian

had no legs, no arms, no ears. And his

scalp was sliding down the back of his

neck. He saw George Walton feeling

along the hall with the only hand he had
left. Around him was a spray of fingers,

teeth, and eyes.

In the distance a siren ground to si-

lence. Outside cars stopped, planes

came spinning down. With a great, sigh-

ing roar all the city, the nation, the world

became a mass of fallen limbs, rolling

eyeballs, and escaped teeth

.

Morning ground to a halt in San Fran-

cisco and Los Angeles, lunch fell apart

in New York, and nighttime Moscow
danced itself to pieces.

A king snake that had been living in

the walls of the White House since it es-

caped from John-John Kennedy came
out and sunned itself on the floor of the

Oval Office. Wolves ventured tentative-

ly into backcountry villages in Minneso-

ta and Siberia. It was quiet in London's

soft evening, so quiet that the smallest

sound rang clear in the still air. A night-

ingale sang in Berkeley Square. DQ
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All intelligence, from interpersonal to verbal to artistic,

will be cultivated in tomorrow's schools

RADICAL CLASS ACTS
BYGURNEY WILLIAMS III

The trouble began when a

computer on your Martian

lander gave the landing sig-

nal a fraction of a second
early. You knew Immediate-

ly that the spidery ship

would touch down on rocky,

reddish soil—a full 200
miles from the camp.

Then during landing, one
pod at the base of the space-

craft grazed a boulder, tip-

ping the craft on its side. On-

ly 15 items aboard re-

mained undamaged in the

crash. You're all right, but

your survival depends on

choosing the right gear for

the long hike. You've got a
box of matches. Food con-

centrate. Fifty feet of nylon

rope. A parachute. Two 100-

pound tanks of oxygen...

The sixth graders at P.S.

196 in Queens, New York,

have about ten minutes to

decide what to
:

take. In a

classroom whose high ceil-

ings resound with the clam-

or of their arguments, they

cluster in small groups to de-

bate what to carry on a trek

through the carbon dioxide

atmosphere of a frozen,

alien world. Their task is to

rank the list of items, drawn
up by NASA, from 1 (most

important) to 15.

"Matches," argues one

PAINTINGS BY BRAD HOLLAND



'•Four times a week, each child

goes to a "pod" to work on course material related

to one or more of the intelligences. 9

student, "to melt the Martian ice."

"No way," another answers. Match-

es wouldn't work without oxygen, he

points out. Matches fall to number 15.

"Portable air conditioner," a girl

says. "At eighty degrees, you're gonna
need an air conditioner."

A boy disagrees. "You could walk

around at eighty degrees during the clay-

without an air conditioner," he says. But

when the temperature plunges to

-190T at night, what you reaily need
is a heater. Under the weight of this ar-

gument, the air conditioner drops to num-
ber 11 on the list, and the heating unit

becomes number 8.

Teacher Carole Ries, a 1 5-year veter-

an of New York City schools, remains

silent during the debate. She's teach-

ing students something more significant

than how to survive on Mars. Ries

wants them to thrive in the world of 2001

.

Toward that end, Ries and other ed-

ucators—including those creating com-
puter programs—are tapping the latest

theories of learning. Derived from the bur-

geoning field of cognitive psychology,

the theories postulate many types of in-

teiiicience. each requiring special instruc-

tion and a different set of talents and

Students a; the Key School in Indianapolis

play Scrabble with a teacher (lop), and a Key
School flight sirr./jlaior helps students con-

ned ;h~ classroom a- ::i~, rho world of work.

skills. At P.S. 196, for example, gifted

programs have been broadened to in-

clude not just children with verbal or

mathematical skills, but those with cre-

ative, spatial, and interpersonal talents

as well; gifted students on the trek to

Mars may or may not be in similar pro-

grams for architecture or art. And such
companies as Apple are creating radi-

cal new programs for classroom use
that encourage open-ended answers in

which thinking style, not rote memory,
holds sway.

The inroads of cognitive psychology

are particularly exciting in light of the

past. For the last 50 years American class-

rooms have been under the influence

of behaviorism. Led by B. F. Skinner at

Harvard, behavio'is
i

: -aichers believe
" that learning can be reinforced through

rewards. Skinner himself once taught a

pigeon io bowl, rewarding it with food

every time it pushed a little ball down a

miniature alley with its beak. Teachers

may not use behaviorist jargon, but many
still reinforce desired behavior through

the use of grades and scores. Subjects

are broken down into easily tested knowl-

edge bites. And from the start, a set of

rigid standards aims students toward

appropriate academic alleyways, from

the remedial "bluebird" track in read-

ing to the blue-blooded path toward an

elite college.

The behaviorist mantle, however, has
begun to show cracks. For instance,

American kids appear to grasp ele-

mentary skills such as word recogn lion

and letter-sound correspon fierce,

says cognitivepsychologist Robert Gla-

ser. But they don't achieve sufficient

skill at such "higher level" processes as

reading comprehension o :
~ p'obem solv-

ing. Their education is deficient, Glaser

argues, even if they sail through exams.

"We don't build monuments to grade

point average or IQ scores," adds pio-

neering cogr.ilivo psychologist Joseph

S. Renzulli of the University of Connect-

icut. "We build monuments to what peo-

ple have done, often with intelligences

that don't show up on tests."

It is Renzulli's program, which empha-
sizes accomplishment instead of IQ,

that has redistributed the gifts be-

stowed on the gifted at P.S. 196.

Brought io the school by principal Elea-

nor Levy, the school's system dictates

that no one be excluded from the gifted

track by test scores alone. Instead, vir-

tually everyone is eligible for enrichment,

with a new group of students selected

every eight weeks.

To select the students, Ries, in

charge of enrichment for grades three

to six, and teacher Janice Schwarz, in

charge of enrichment for kindergarten

through grade two, circulate through

regular classes providing what princi-

pal Levy calls "enticements." These are

presentations focused on topics such

as architecture or ecology. Working
with regular teachers, Ries and Schwarz
watch for "light bulbs"—signs that par-

ticular students are interested in the en-

richment topic. Without reviewing IQ or

reading scores, teachers note students

who raise their hands to say something,

bring in projects from home, or frequent-

ly ask questions. Those most turned on

by a given topic are then pulled out of

class once a week for a couple of

months to study that topic in depth.

According to Levy, subsequent en-



richment takes three forms. Type 1 en-

richment consists of field trips, audiovi-

sual shows, and visiting speakers. One
parent per week visits to talk about oc-

cupations or other nonacademic issues,

exposing kids to knowledge not covered

in the regular curriculum.

Type 2 enrichment, like the simulat-

ed crash on Mars, promotes higher-lev-

el thinking processes, research skills,

and personal development. After decid-

ing what gear to take, the students at

P.S. 196 got to see how NASA had
solved the problem. Each student then

calpulated how closely individual and
group answers matched those of the ex-

perts. "My group's score was lower

than my individual score," wrote student

Marc E. Taylor after the exercise. "This

means I need to be more persuasive."

Type 3 includes individual or small

group investigations of real issues. At

P.S. 196, an eight-year-old third grader

who heard a science class presentation

on whales wrote her first word-proc-

essed letter to a wildlife organization.

Then she helped launch a classwide cam-

paign to protest the killing of whales by

Japan and Norway.

This approach means that some 25

to 30 percent of the youngsters partici-

pate in the gifted program, compared
with 3 to 5 percent in most tracks for

"gifted" students, Levy says. And that

bodes well in her high-functioning

school, where 95 percent of the students

test at or above grade level in reading

and 97 percent test at or above grade
level in math. As one teacher puts it, "Six-

ty-three percent of the students here

test above the eighty-fifth percentile in

reading. That means that if there were
just a single gifted group, we might in-

clude a child in the ninety-seventh per-

centile, while one in the ninety-second

percentile was left out. Yet both children

may be equally gifted, with- different

weaknesses and strengths."

Nowhere is the impulse to nurture

these different strengths more evident

than at the Key School in Indianapolis,

so named because of its commitment
to unlock new educational ideas. The
ideas embraced by the Key School
were first spawned by Howard Gardner,

professor at Harvard University's Grad-
uate School of Education. The soft-spo-

ken cognitive psychologist, who works

from a rocking chair in his Cambridge,
Massachusetts, office, appears sur-

prised that ideas from his volumes of

educational theory have begun to in-

filtrate the classroom.

He recalls the time, six years ago,

when eight teachers from Indianapolis

drove 14 hours to visit him. They were
fascinated with his theory that at least

seven relatively autonomous intelli-

gences reside in every brain.

As Gardner explains it, schools gen-

erally recognize just two: verbal and math-

ematical. In his book Frames of Mind,

Gardner presents evidence for five

more, including kinesthetic (athletics,

dancing), musical, spatial (visual arts),

and two forms of personal intelligence-

interpersonal (relating to others) and
intrapersonal (understanding oneself).

Gardner draws the strands of his the-

ory from research showing that the hu-

man mind is modular, a schoolhouse
with many rooms instead of a single au-

ditorium. Studies of brain-damaged pa-

tients, for example, reveal that deficits

in one mode of intelligence don't carry

over into others. Some patients who can't

speak can draw, dance, compute, or

play Bach or jazz on synthesizers. And
neurobiologisls have parsed the human
nervous system into distinct modules.

Language, for example, is a province

of the left hemisphere. Centers for mu-
sic and spatial relations reside in the

right hemisphere.
The eight women, who struck Gard-

ner as "plain-vanilla-ice-cream-type

teachers," had actually studied these the-

ories. They had also read Frames and

written an 80-page report on how to use

the concepts in the classroom. Now
they wanted to drive home in a caravan

of cars and start a public elementary

school where each of the seven intelli-

gences would garner equal time. Gard-
ner agreed to be a consultant.

The Key School opened in 1987 in a

yellow brick building built in 1936 for

handicapped children; it came complete

with a long wheelchair ramp between

the first and second floors. The teach-

ers rededicated the building to over-

coming the mental handicaps they saw
crippling other urban schools.

One of their most unusual strategies

is combining grades above kindergar-

ten much like in the one-room school-

house. First through third graders sit to-

gether in some classrooms, and fourth

through sixth graders sit together in oth-

ers. Good readers sit next to mumbiers,

and kids who can sing accompany
those who are tone-deaf. Some 40 per-

cent of the students belong to minority

groups. The classroom melange fosters

interpersonal intelligence. Third graders,

for example, routinely adopt first grad-

ers and do some of the teaching. In Car-

ol Forbes's class of first through third

graders, seven-year-old Bradley doing

a presentation on "heritage" can't an-

swer Forbes's question about what her-

itage means. "Who wants to help?" she

asks. Half a dozen hands go up, and
Bradley gets to choose his own teacher

from his six- to eight-year-old peers.

The mixed age and ability groupings

may be a page from the nineteenth cen-

tury, but principal Pat Bolanos says the

Key School operates on a radically new
frontier. "The one-room schoolhouse was
essentially self-contained, with one teach-

er," she says. "Here we have a staff of
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"There are no neutral educational systems. It

is impossible for me to think about
education without considering the question

of power, " says Sao Paulo's secretary

of education and the author of the remarkable

/ of the Oppressed

IRJTERV/IEUU

^^3 efore you lurn that thing on," Paulo Freire said to me
I^^S as I was ready to press the record button on the^^3 tape recorder, "I want to talk to you." Sure, I respond-
ed, sipping a demitasse of sweet Brazilian coffee in his home
in Sao Paulo. "Tell me about your universe." I stared at him,

stunned. Shit, I thought. I began in a safe place, describing

you, our readers. "Yes," he said, "now tell me who you are."

I ventured deeper.

I had no idea when I boarded the plane for Brazil that

Freire would "touch" me. but he did, literally and figuratively

I anticipated only a lively conversation with a man respected
world over as a literacy expert. When Freire became excited,

he'd move to the edge of his chair, reach out his arm, and
touch my knee, tap my hand, claim my attention.

And figuratively? That's harder to describe. When I arrived

al his home, I looked from the cab into the front courtyard to

see a short, slight man coming to meet me He seemed tired

and walked with a slight limp, cautiously, deliberately. But as
he began to talk, he was clearly not a frail creature. Comple-
menting his gentleness, perhaps even feeding it, is a rare

and powerful indignation, purged of anger, bitterness, and
spite. Sit with Freire and you will sense his power, a power
that arises from the simple fact that he has militantly lived out

his beliefs. Most of us aren't acquainted with that type of per-

son. Apologies to those who think journalists should always
approach subjects in a detached manner, looking for the
hard, cold facts. Freire breaks through that nonsense.

These days Freire is a very, very happy man. And he'll tell

you so. He's happy because now at age sixty-nine, as secre-

tary of education for Sao Paulo's schools, he has the chance

PHOTOGRAPH BY TOM ZIMBEROFF



to change the face of the largest school

system in Brazil.

Known at first only to a small circle of

radicals, Freire attracted attention in

this country in the late Sixties when he

published Pedagogy of the Oppressed.

In this book he set down his theories

about education and literacy programs.

Community organizers, social workers,

health-care practitioners, even ministers

gobbled up Freire's words.

No how-to manual filled with neat rec-

ipes, Pedagogy is a book about becom-
ing fully human, about who we as hu-

man beings ought to be, what philoso-

phers call our ontological vocation. And
that vocation is not to live passively in

First World tenement houses with rats,

Third World slums with no sanitation, or

chic condominiums in resplendent iso-

lation from our poorer brothers and sis-

ters. Simply put, humans are called up-

on to be subjects of their world. Only by

working on the material given to us, just

as a sculptor chisels marble, only by trans-

forming our world can we truly become
"subjects. " Most people, however, are

objects—victims, oppressed by author-

itarian governments and social policies,

silent, mutes really. Illiteracy is a symp-

tom of oppression. Unfortunately, accord-

ing to Freire, education, whether in New
Delhi or Chicago, reinforces the culture

of silence.

Born in 1921 in Recife, a poor city in

northeastern Brazil, Freire knew firsthand

about poverty and how hunger affects

a kid's capacity to learn. At the age of

eleven, he made a strange vow

—

strange, that is, from a privileged point

of view. (Let him tell you about that.) He
earned his doctorate in 1959 at the Univer-

sity of Recife, becoming a professor of

history and philosophy of education at

the same university.

During these years he developed his

literacy program. In it participants not

only learn to read and write words but

also learn to question critically why
they've been illiterate, oppressed, silent.

"Learners," says Freire, "are empowered
by the knowledge they are learning." On
the other hand, learners are not em-
powered by mechanical programs that

emphasize reading skills and vocabu-
lary development. These authoritarian

programs merely groom illiterates to. be-

come complacent workers, satisfying the

demands of the marketplace. The illiter-

ates become literate, but they're still the

"wretched of the earth." That's hardly

Freire's goal.

Authoritarian states and plantation own-

ers don't like it when the peasants, in

the process ot learning to read, get up-

pity, start talkin' freedom, use words
like democracy question the inequita-

ble distribution of property, and demand
participation in the. political process. Tes-

tament to Freire's successful literacy pro-

gram: In 1964, when the power brokers

were threatened by the rise of the pop-
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ular classes, a military junta took con-

trol of Brazil, and Freire was arrested

and jailed for his "revolutionary" pro-

gram. He spent the next 15 years in ex-

ile, returning to his homeland in 1979

after amnesty had been declared. Dur-

ing his exile, Freire lived in Chile and

the United Stales bofo.-o settling in Ge-
neva, where he worked for the World

Council of Churches in'the office of ed-

ucation. He traversed the globe—Nica-

ragua, Australia, Sao Tome, Principe,

Guinea-Bissau, Tanzania, Portugal, In-

dia, Cape Verde, Mexico, Angola

—

teaching, consulting, and setting up lit-

eracy programs.

Two years ago the newly elected Marx-

ist mayor of Sao Paulo invited Freire to

become the secretary of education. It's

an amazing city, the third largest in the

world. Fly into Sao Paulo, look out the

airplane window, and the city stretches

to the horizon. From the atrium atop the

Maksoud Plaza, I gazed to the horizon

^Many
educators say that kids drop

out, but that's an

evasion, a "sweet" concept

meant to cover

the system's failure. These
kids don't leave

school. They are expelled

3

in every direction—north, south, east,

west—it's all city. During my short stay,

taxi fares went up, as did the airport de-

parture tax. Salaries are increased ev-

ery month to keep up with the pace of

inflation. Walk ,3-1 y giver block and you'll

meet an array of people—fair Europe-

ans, black Africans, brown Indians

from the Amazon, the very rich, the very

poor. It seems that every nation under

the sun is represented in Sao Paulo, It

is in this city that Freire is working to over-

haul the curriculum, repair damaged
school buildings, find money to pay teach-

ers an equitable salary, empower teach-

ers and parents, and appease the cu-

riosity of the kids.

I
talked with Freire in his home, seat-

ed in front of a fireplace wall lined with

paintings, Gertrude Stein-style. Many
were titled and signed by former stu-

dents, workers and peasants who at one

time had been illiterate.—Murray Cox

Omni: You became secretary of educa-
tion for Sao Paulo at sixty-seven, a time

when most people look forward to slow-

ing down. Was the decision to accept

the position a difficult one ior you?

Freire: I did not come to this office naive-

ly. When I said "yes" to the invitation

offered by Mayor Luisa Erundina of the

Workers' Party, I knew I
faced a nearly

impossible task: to change the face of

the Sao Paulo school system. For me it

would certainly have be"en easier to

stay right here in this house and contin-

ue to read and write and give seminars

on education and literacy. All my life I

have written about education. All my
life I have designed literacy programs

and implemented them in South and Lat-

in America, Africa, Europe, Australia.

But I knew that if I did not accept this

post, I would forfeit the right to continue

to write and speak. It was a question of

maintaining coherence between my
words and my actions. I would have had

to put a stop to the reprinting of my
books—to become silent. That would

have been a condition too heavy to

bear. I cannot live without writing, with-

out speaking, without announcing, with-

out denouncing. I would not speak with

you today if I had turned down the job

as secretary of education. I chose to main-

tain my right to speak.

Omni: Are you pleased with what you've

accomplished in two years?

Freire: In spite of bureaucratic obsta-

cles and daily difficulties, the opportu-

nity to put into practice at least some of

my ideas and lifelong dreams continues

to make me happy. I was free to choose

the people to help me, a group of dedi-

cated men and women—intellectuals,

educators, workers—with a very broad

vision of education. That pleases me.

Omni: When did you first start to devel-

op your own theory of education?

Freire: I worked for about fifteen years

developing adult literacy programs in ur-

ban and rural areas. I was coordinator

of the Adult Education Project of the

Movement of Popular Culture in Recife,

When the military took over Brazil in the

1964 coup d'etat, they arrested and
jailed me. Before that, we started

groups we called culture circles. Instead

of teachers, we had coordinators; in-

stead of lectures, dialogue; instead of

pupils, participants.

I wanted to design a program in

which the participants would be sub-

jects, not recipients. In one situation we
showed a vase with flowers. The discus-

sion: the product of man's work upon
the material of nature. One woman said

with emotion, "I make culture, I know how
to make that." Another said, "As flow-

ers, they are nature. As decoration,

they are culture." Literacy makes sense
only when the illiterate person begins to

reflect on his position in the world, his

work, and his ability to transform the

world. That's consciousness. They dis-

cover the world is theirs, not the world

of a dominant class.

Five total illiterates participated in my
first group. They were fatalistic, apathet-



ic. During the twenty-first hour of study,

one member wrote, "I am amazed at my-

self." In another program, one illiterate

said, "I want to read and write so that I

can stop being the shadow of other peo-

ple." Another wrote, "I have the school

of the world.".

Omnr. How did you actually teach sylla-

bles, vowels, the rudimentary elements

of reading?

Freire: With what I call generative

words—fave/a (slum), chuva (rain), ter-

reno (land), oafugue (Afro-Brazilian danc-

ing), bicicleta (bicycle). Generative

words are weighted with emotion and

meaning, expressing the anxieties,

feara, demands, and dreams of the

group. Fifteen or eighteen words seem
enough to teach the basic phonemes
of Portuguese. Take the word brick. Af-

ter discussing all the aspects of a brick,

we present the word: tijoio. Then it is

divided into syllables: ti-jo-lo. After that,

we introduce the phonemic family: ta-te-

ti-to-tu, ja-je-ji-jo-ju, la-le-li-lo-lu. After a

reading to grasp the vocal sounds, the

group begins to "make" words: tatu

(armadillo), Ma (struggle), ioja (store),

jacto (jet), and so forth. Some partici-

pants take a vowel from one of the syl-

lables, link it to another syllable, add a

third, and form a word. One illiterate, on

the first night, said, "Tu ja le" (You al-

ready read). In one culture circle, a par-

ticipant wrote on the blackboard on the

fifth day: o povo vai resolver os proble-

MAS DO BRASIL VOTANDO CONCIENTE (The

people will solve the problems of Brazil

by informed voting), How do you explain

that a man who was illiterate several

days earlier could write words with com-
plex phonemes?

I'll give you one more example. In one

small fishing community, Monte Mario,

the participants had 'as a generative

word the term bonito (beautiful), also the

name of a fish. As a codification they

had designed a little town with houses,

fishing boats, and a man holding up a

bonito. All at once, four of them stood

up and walked over to the wall where

the picture was hanging. They stared at

it and then went to the window and

said, "This is Monte Mario and we
didn't know it." It was as if they were

emerging from their world to understand

it for the first time. Learners are empow-
ered by the knowledge that they are learn-

ers. They are not empowered by simply

acquiring literacy skills. One peasant,

after a few literacy sessions, got up and

said, "Before we did not know that we
knew. Now we know that we knew. Be-

cause we today know that we knew, we
can know even more."

Omni: Who were your mentors?

Freire: Christ was one of the greatest

educators and teachers; he influenced

me as a pedagogue. I am not reflecting

on the franscendental dimension of

Christ. I take him as a man. There was a

coherence between his words and ac-

tions. And Christ loved, Well, Christ

sent me to Marx, but I have never de-

nied myself the right to question either

of them. The words of those you admire

and love cannot be eaten, taken unques-

tionably. Marx excited me. Marx gave

me the tools to understand the contradic-

tions in society. Marx freed me to be-

come indignant and allowed me to un-

derstand Christ's indignation when he

cast out the tax collectors from the tem-

ple. The ideas of Sartre, Eric Fromm, Lou-

is Althusser, Mao, Martin Luther King,

Che Guevara influenced me, as did

Frantz Fanon's books, particularly The

Wretched of the Earth.

Omni: What are some of Sao Paulo's

greatest problems?
Freire: Sao Paulo is a fantastic example

of social contradictions. It is both a rich,

First World city and a poor, Third World

city. On its outskirts, where the majority

of our schools are located, there's so

much misery, domination, exploitation!

You ask about obstacles? Any educa-

tor who accepts the responsibility of di-

recting a school system in this or any

other country faces enormous odds. Bra-

zil has arrived at the end of the twenti-

eth century with eight million poor chil-

dren seven to fourteen years old, with-

out schools to attend. And kids four to

seven, who should be in preschools, are

not being accommodated either.

Omni: To say nothing about the kids who
drop out.

Freire: Or those who are expelled. Thou-

sands of working-class kids are expelled

between the first and second year of pri-

mary school because they don't learn

to read and write. Many are then ex-

pelled in the fifth and sixth grades for

failing mathematics, history, or geogra-

phy. Many educators say these kids

drop out, but that's an evasion, a

"sweet" concept to cover the system's

failure. The kids don't leave school.

They're expelled. We fail them but nev-

er, never talk about our failings. Or ask:

When will we get these kids back into

school? The question is a political one.

To solve our educational problems, we
must make political decisions.

Omni: Most educators in the United

States have criticized the claim that edu-

cation is tied to politics.

Freire: Yes, yes, I know. But just as

there are no neutral city or state admin-

istrations, there are no neutral educa-

tion systems. It is impossible for me to

think about education without consider-

ing the question of power, of asking the

question: In favor of whom or what do
we promote education? In the United

States it is necessary to negate the po-

litical nature of education to give the su-

perficial appearance that education

serves everyone. But the more you de-

ny the political dimension of education,

the more you assume the moral poten-
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tial to blame the victims—the dropouts

are to blame. And the dropouts, for the

most part, are from "minority" groups.

Ironically, the "minority" to whom you
refer in the context of U.S. education are

the "majority" who, in fact, find them-

selves outside the sphere of political and
economic dominance. Maybe so many
people emerge from your school sys-

tems illiterate because they are resist-

ing, refusing to read the world the way
they're being taught it. Although some
U.S. educators are willing to describe a

possible correlation between the high

dropout rates and low socioeconomic
background of the students, they fail to

establish political and ideological link-

ages in any analyses. When curriculum

designers fail to incorporate "minority"

groups' values in the curriculum, when
they refuse to accept and legitimize the

students' language, their actions point

to the inflexibility, insensitivity, and rigid-

ity of a curriculum designed to benefit

those who wrote it.

Omni: Did you face other obstacles7

Freire:Well, during my first year, I've con-

centrated on the school buildings them-

selves. We have the largest school sys-

tem in Brazil—six hundred and fifty-

four schools. Of these, three hundred

and ninety needed immediate,'major re-

pairs. Roofs were caving in. There was
exposed wiring, backed-up sewage,

threatening rats, iq say nothing about

the lack of chalk. I should have closed

fifty-five schools immediately. I closed

about five. If fifty-five bordered on ca-

lamity, this does not mean the rest of

them were in excellent shape.

Sometimes I think Brazil is a country

of inauguration, of celebration. After we
celebrate the opening of a new build-

ing, we immediately forget it and in five

years, the building is crumbling. And we
constantly fight a colonial bureaucracy.

It's such a contradiction: a country at-

tempting to modernize with a colonial

bureaucracy. It's a sorrow. It can take

up to a month just to get approval to

start repairs.

We need four hundred and fifty-six

new .schools to satisfy the demand for

classrooms. In my first year, enrollment

increased 6.39 percent from kindergar-

ten to high school. We have used alter-

native spaces as classrooms: civic build-

ings, union halls, churches, community
centers. We have also started nine hun-

dred and sixty new teenage and adult

education classrooms.

Omni: Have you had the time to begin

to overhaul the curriculum?

Freire: Even before assuming this office,

I had begun to work toward it. I invited

one of the best Brazilian theoreticians

in curricula, a professor at the Catholic

University, to help redesign the cur-

riculum. Together we met with physicists,

mathematicians, biologists, sociologists,

philosophers, art educators—about one
hundred professionals. We discussed

theories of knowledge and education,

art and education, ethics and educa-
tion, sexuality and education, human
rights and education, sports and edu-

cation, social class and education, lan-

guage and education, ideology and ed-

ucation. Our dream is that this team will

meet with all thirty thousand teachers in

Sao Paulo. :We are also meeting with prin-

cipals, supervisors, dietitians, commu-
nity leaders, and parents. The Depart-

ment of Education prepared a television

program in which I addressed the

schools. During the program I asked stu-

dents to tell me what they wanted to

change, to share their dreams. We re-

ceived twenty thousand responses.

Omni: Don't most teachers think you're

idealistic when you talk about teachers

and students as equal participants in a

dialogic process?

Freire: Where do you start to combat "the

banking concept" of education—open
head , insert fact? How do you empower
teachers and students? 1 cannot decree

today: "The schools in Sao Paulo are

democratic." We began by creating coun-

cils in each school, responsible for the

life of that school. Some councils sim-

ply took the authority away from the princi-

CONTINUED0NPAGE93 79.
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tOne of his

largest creations is a spaceship

with ruby running

ghts and emerald windows,

Unlike most artisans

Richard Morrow does

not rely on his imag-

ination to create new
nstead, he

says, he crafts his

jewelry by following

->hservable

ose of Ihe

spaceships that he
"sees" above the me-
sas and mountains
of Santa Fe, New
Mexico. And close
encounters aren't his

ce of inspi-

ation The formula
for the secret alloy

;ci of which he casts

his interstellar adorn-

ments, Morrow says,

was firs: devised by

ie! beings"
and was then given

people of

help ward
: ar war.

Whenever the heavens are correctly aligned—any-

where from three to five limes a month, according to the

th i rty-four-year-old jewelry maker—a "galactic window"
opens and he brews some "Allantium." Lunar and solar

eclipses are particularly ideal for "infusing stellar tap en-

ergy" into the amalgam of gold, platinum silver quartz

..alladium, and other ingredients, Morrow says.

je Allantium would lack the ability to positively

affect the brain synapses of human beings and act as a
catalyst in cold fusion."

Morrow, who says he's been abducted by aliens many
times, reportedly received the Allantium formula in 1983

during a long night of "automatic writing." Living mapyr-
ne time in Taos, New Mexico, he was "channel-

nation from off-planet beings" who instructed him

the alloy into flying saucer-shaped jewelry. His

including cigar shapes and pyramids, ships with

ind domes, and interdimensional craft with geo-

UFD UPOffTE

metric designs—sell

in galleries througn-

out the world. The
pins, earrings, neck-

laces, and belt buck-

les typically cost from

$20 to $150. One of

Morrow's largest cre-

ations is a "space-
ship with ruby run-

ning lights and emer-
ald windows." The
price tag: £500.

Though few would

dispute the quality of

his jewelry, there are

those who doubt Mor-

row's extraterrestrial

claims. Even UFO ab-
duction expert Budd
Hopkins, author of In-

truders, says that Mor-

row's story flies in the

face of tales told by
"true abductees. Mor-

row apparently be-

lieves himself to be a

special person who has special qualities and has been in

special situations," Hopkins explains. "The UFO abduc-

tion experience is in a strange way almost the opposite.

People do not feel chosen; if anything, they often fe

ed upon rather than picked, There Is a lot of c :

tsar, sadness, and anger."

Though Allantium may not be the antidote to ca'

one aspect of its power is clear: Morrow's celet

spired jewelry is bringing him a cadre of followc-

thing about these shapes seems familiar to peoi.

Fred Rubenfetd, owner of Gemstonsa s

that marketed Morrow's work "Peoples

the extraterrestrial design in life, and they are ni .

Adds salesman Steven Shaw, "Wearing his worn

tie way of saying we know that beings from other planets

exist, and it heightens everyone's awareness of our own
planet, The spaceship jewelry sells reaii

.

—ROBERTAPPLEBAUM



From Shakespeare to flilke.

literary accounts portray the

gravedigger as inhuman

and uncaring, in la

cording to City University 0)

New York ph D candidate

Gay Pelrilb, gravediggers are

viewed negatively around

the world, To see ifthe stereo-

type was correct, Petrillo

conducted extensive inter-

views with seven grave-

diggers and analyzed ques-

tionnaires from 23 others

Her conclusion? Society has

the gravedigger all wrong.

Petrillo found that the

gravedigger likes his outdoor

work and takes pride in the

job he does Bui he

owns up lo I he unpleasanl

aspects ol the job burying

children, seeing families

mourn, disinterment of bod-

ies, and digging iri ii

weather. One gravedigger.

Petrillo adds, got very emo-
tional "when discussing a
woman who leaves toys

at the grave of her child

"

The gravedigger tries to

cope with the emotional

stress of his job by ignqnng

thesadness, talking lofnenps,

or making jokes. Petrillo

says, but many find Ihe work

depressing anyway. Conse-
quently, many gravediggers

feel misunderstood, and
Petrillo says she tends to

agree, "He appears to be a

compassionate guy," she
says, "who just tries lo do a

good job "—Paul McCarthy

"Dying ought to be done in

black and white It is simply

nut a colorful activity
"

—Russell Baker

WE : "BOR ro BIRTH OUR 1 DANCE
with the earth, reads the

wooden portico over the.

entrance to Wetlands Pre-

serve, a new club in down-
town Manhattan. Dedicated
to bringing people together

to save the planet. Wellands

is Sixlies nostalgic the way-

old Rash Gordon movies

were Space Age modern
Since it opened last year, ihe

psychedelic iormer food

warehouse has become a

time-warp refuge for tie-dyed

kids and tired Wall Street

types. Unseif-conscious

about repeating th<
\

epitomizes the activist spirit

(lowering in the Nineties

"Fun is the fuel," says Larry

Bloch, the club's thirty-six-

year-old owner. "It seems to

be so necessary lor some-
one to.feel like they can

make a difference in the

world " A sell-proclaimed

Deadhead and former volun-

teer for Greenpeace, Earth-

First!
,
and other environmen-

tal groups, Bloch envisions

Wetlands as "a Kind of warm
environmental resource."

Bioeh disparages any sug-

gestion that he made the

club retro-hippy—right down
to a decorative VW-bus-
turned-T-shirt-kiosk—in order

to cash in on a current trend.

"I could never be thai cut-

throat or hard-core," he says

Wetlands, one of a tiny but

growing number ol environ-

mental clubs across the

country, clearly has more
important causes in mind.

Customers cluster around
Ihe "Earih Station," checking

for upcoming environmental

events and signing petitions.

On Sunday nights veteran

ecologist Russ Weis hosts

the "Eco Saloon.' ari informal

exchange featuring such

lecturers as Timothy Leary.

who urged the crowd
of themselves as quarks.

According to Nick, a
seventeen-year - old Manhat-

tan kid sprawled in the

club's Inner sanctum, the ac-

tivism of the Nineties will

be something like Wellands,

where patrons are encour-

aged to "make individual

value judgments and

choices." He worries that

"younger kids" may be inter-

ested in saving the rain

forest only because it's fash-

ionable. Bui another patron

doubts fashion drives the

Wetlands crowd. "I've never

seen so many bad haircuts in

my life," says a thirtysome-

Ihing Soho artist, who de-

scribes the decor as "Sixlies

student union." Even-so.

she would come back. "They

have to be sincere," she

says "They couldn't possibly

fake an atmosphere like this."

—Tracy Cochran

tt isn't easy being green

"

—Kermit the Frog



'fir 50 years ol deep-sea
|

-j .n Bermuda, Teddy
er was somewhat inuied

ills Bui the large, lumi

jvhite mass thai

ted up on a b
1

, ,i . .i .

^ordinary,'' he says

ifid like a star and
rung between

a research

e to examine

ji instead

; ally Tucker lurned lo his

d Eugenie Clark, a

i Si Augustine

blob also shares
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- "': S

I

asks "why

thisunique

ows the

neht. bul

i lersist-

t least the issues are

explored.

—Steve Fishman

Are aliens exploring the

earth in balloons? Yes. says

nael Potter, who leclures

JFOs in San Francisco.

Los Angeles. "Extrater-

lals are navigating the

ie with tiot-air-bailoon-ly;

tier, "beeaui

ea are more
' the com-

tl ig around"

es his

;
I'onsot

pes to

I 3
.

..... :::

ng several

Potter's praiotype

propelled by a bum*
,.. ,,,. .

:
,,. .'In .

. and spe-

simllaf.to i are closed. Poller

inebmlogisi

uneni .>; . -,. i M

versityot M-.i

.
.' i

,
' .i-

,

I
: II . -.

.
' will cause Ihe

"it? flame

opened, the ship will become
i will be capable

ol vertical takeoff am
horszonta I

angle turns—all the

UFOs supposedly do."

Pottei theorizes
-

;

terrestrials may be using

utology but con-

Iha ships out of

, light, rigid metals

to humankind.
"When heated." he explains,

"a craft made of Ihis material

would be able lo reach far

greater speeds than Ihe hot-

air balloons we have today."

Bui space engineer James
Oberg says lis Poller's,

theory nol UFOs, that is full

of hot air. 'The buoyancy
lorces involved in hot-air bal-

loons are too weak—even

if the structure weighed
nothing—to create accele ra-

ise type reported

by people who supposedly

have seen UFOs," he notes

"I'm kJStsurprised Polter

hasn't suggested UFOs pro-

pelled by abductees with

oars "—Sherry Baker



When he was a radio and
television journalist 20 years

ago. BryceBona d

believe reports of super-

natural phenomena. I said il

was |unk," he recalls. "But

then In 1972 I had an onboard

UFOencoi
Band now produces a

cable TV show that features

guests who discuss their

paranormal experiences and
beliefs. Dimensions in Para-

psychology is seen on eight

channels In New Vbr|

and recently bega.i

Cablevislon in Connecticut,

Michigan, and California

Although he doesn't know
how many people tune

in each week, Boni'

that he gets letters from

viewers all over the world

As host of the show. Bond
has interviewed a Who's
Who ol the supernatural—

from psychic Uri Geller and
medium Eiwood Babbitt

(who claims to channel Albert

Einstein) lo alleged UFO
abductee Whitley Strieber

and British psychic detective

Robert Cracknell. "I don't

take sides," Bond sa

people in the audience
make up theirown minds
whether they want to believe

or disbelieve."

Critics call Bond one-

sided. "It's not sufficient to

present only pro-paranormal

propaganda, " says State

University of Mew York at

Buffalo philosopher and
CSICOP (Committee for the

Scientific, Investigation pf

Claims of the Paranormal)

chairman Paul Kurtz "Bond
is not selling soap or soup
but dealing in the n

of ideas, and surely he has

an obligation to provide

some kind of balance His

viewers are not being ex-

posed to negative criticism

of the paranormal."

The only changes Bond
plans lot his program, how-

ever, are to make it bigger

and better "I want lo add a

live audience much like

Oprah Winfrey's show," he

says 'And I just traveled

to Europe lo film some inter-

views there. I want this to

become the biggesl and best

TV show of lis kind in the

world."—Sherry Baker

According ti

evolution

pop up randomly and contin-

uously Organisms that are

favored by the environment

may thrive, most biologists

contend, bul they don't

mutate just so they'll be more
at home under prevailing

conditions Or do they?

Experiments conducted by

researchers John Cairns,

Stephan Miller, and Julie

Overbaugh at the Harvard

School of Public Health sug-

Ihal. at least for bacteria,

ations may not be totally

lorn. In fact, Escherichia

appears to somehow
choose its mutations, de-

pending upon the circum-

stances it finds itself in.

In one experiment, for

example, colonies ot E coli

incapable of metabolizing

lactose sugar were pul on a

plate that did nol contain

li 'if mutations that

could utilize lactose were

occurring at random, you

would expect some of these

mutants to be accumulating

while the bacteria were
jusl sitting on the plate," says

bacterial geneticist Miller,

who works atBioge."

Cambridge. "And that's

what we found " But after

scientists added laclose to

the plate, they found many
more mutants lhan expected,

"That is circumstantial evi-

dence," says Miller, "that the

organisms can somehow
choose their mutations."

How can bacteria direct

their genetic destiny? The re-

searchers suggest the pres-

ence of a feedback loop

nat allows the organisms to

ivheri a particular

mutation will be most efficient

if a particular environment,
T

i'c- result would be a mutant

created as a consequence
ot the external conditions to

which it had been exposed
during development

There's no evidence that

multicellular organisms
are capable ol directing their

mutations. "But il does seem
like such a useful mecha-
nism that its hard to believe

higher organisms haven't

figured out a way to do it,"

Miller speculates.

—Sherry Baker



French Tennis Open
"Roland Garros" 1990

via Air France's
Supersonic Concorde

Hosted by Bobby Riggs

A CLASSIC MATCH

Monte Carlo Grand Prix
via Air France's

Supersonic Concorde

A SUPERSONIC
WINNER

May 23-28, 1990
Price per person includes: Round trip Air France

supersonic air transportation from New York to Nice

• 5 deluxe nights at the Ix>ews Monte Carlo Hotel

• Race viewing from the Loews rooftop • Two Grand Prix

Cocktail Parties, one featuring an ESPN race

commentator as guest speaker, and the other a Formula I

driver • Breakfast and dinner daily • Airport transfers
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(800) JET-1999, nationwide. In California, call

(800) JET-2999 and ask for the Concorde desk.
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June 6-11, 1990
Price per person Includes: Round-trip Air France

supersonic air transportation from New York to Paris

• 5 deluxe nights at-Paris' spectacular Intercontinental

Hotel • Center Court tickets for Men's and Women's

Seml-Flnals and Finals of the French Tennis Open on

June 7, B, 9 and 10 • Two deluxe Dinner Parties

featuring Bobby Riggs as honored guest speaker

• American Breakfast daily • Airport transfers

• Welcome Desk dally at hotel
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Allfor SJ. JQQ P°r person,

3)Tl/lf double occupancy

Note: Prices exclude $6 US Departure fax. SlO lis Federal Inspection

Fee and $2 French Security Tax,

See your travel agent or call Jet Vacations at

J (800) JET-1999, nationwide. In California, call

r (800) JET-2999 and ask for the Concorde desk.

ClASSACTS
professional specialists lo teach the sev-

en intelligences, so every child in the

course of a week will see at least eight

teachers.-" The extra personnel help en-

force tight discipline reminiscent of old-

fashioned schools. But a hugely com-

plicated report card—with sections for

teacher comments on each of the sev-

en intelligences, and no grades—re-

duces competition. And the old single-

room schoolhouse never saw the likes

of courses that the 168 students here

enjoy, from science to sign language,

computer programming lo—coming
soon—flight simulation.

Four times a week, each child goes
to a "pod," a specialized class, to work
on course material related to one or

more of the intelligences. A "Sing and
Sign" pod, for example, combines cho-

ral singing with practice in sign language
(musical and kinesthetic intelligences).

"Logowriter" is a course in computer pro-

gramming and word processing (logical-

mathematical, linguistic). Children in

"Imagine Indianapolis" study the Ren-

aissance period and compare it with In-

dianapolis today, brainstorming solu-

tions to city problems, meeting artists

and city planners, and sketching the city

of the future (spatial and interpersonal).

In teacher Kathy Woods's "Young As-

tronauts" pod (associated with NASA's
Young Astronauts Program), kids from

five to twelve design their own space
station out of drinking straws and dis-

cover by experiments that tetrahedrons

(pyramids) are stronger than cubes.
Waiting to take flight in teacher Mi-

chelle McKeller's kindergarten room is

a broken bluish-green fiberglass flight

simulator that Key picked up free from

the school system with the hope that

skilled parents could restore it.

In the early Seventies the simulator

trained pilots to fly single-engine prop

planes, providing realistic engine-roar

cues and a lighted instrument panel
that responded to student action on the

yoke, pedals, and throttle. Its new mis-

sion, once it's fixed, is to help nurture

kinesthetic, logical-mathematical, and
interpersonal intelligences and to make
a direct connection between the class-

room and the world of work.

No one knows for sure which ideas

nurtured at Key will fly in the future. The
school is an easy target for educational

critics. Employment of seven extra full-

time teachers and specialists in such
fields as art, music, computers, video

work, and physical education carries a

stiff price in this public city school. Staff

costs here run about $1,500 per child

higher than the systemwide cost of

S3.000. The philosophy of multiple in-

telligences rankles traditionalists.

"The very notion that musical ability

is as much an intelligence as linguistic

or logical-mathematical facility is a rad-

ical departure from educational and so-

cietal orthodoxy," said Tamar Gendler
in the journal Basic Education. After vis-

iting the school, she added, she found

the atmosphere in many of the pods to

resemble "that of summer camp during

arts and crafts hour."

"Sometimes we've been viewed as a

pariah in our own system," one admin-
istrator says. Bui students at Key are

proving they can compete by tradition-

al standards while the school rewrites

the rules. Key ranks seventh from the

top among the 67 Indianapolis schools,

even though standardized tests play no
role in admitting new students. And Key
last year had the highest rate of ac-

ceptance into the city's junior-high mag-
net schools with competitive admissions.

Children themselves wind up being
proselytizers. "When I first heard about
multiple intelligences, I thought. My God,

what /about?"
says Crystal Altom, twelve^ one of the

first Key graduates, now in a magnet
school. "After being there a couple of

years, you know the intelligences

backwards and forwards. [ think psy-

OMNI



chologists have just barely started to

list them, there are so many. It's the

besl idea that ever came about."

The idea that intelligence is diverse

appeals to computer companies design-

ing educational software, too. In an el-

fort to incorporate the findings of cogni-

tive psychology, in fact, Apple Comput-

er and researchers af the Institute for

Research on Learning (IRL), in Palo Al-

to, California, have recently pioneered

a type of software that psychologists

call cognitive prosthetics. Convention-

al computer software, Michael Chertok,

IRL researcher, explains, reflects the

behaviorist tradition. When children

successfully add a series of numbers,

for example, a bird flaps on-screen, re-

inforcing the desired behavior. There is

only one right answer each and every

time. Cognitive prosthetics, on the oth-

er hand, allow users to enhance their

unique talents, whatever they may be,

through exercises that are open-ended.

The object is not generating correct

answers by rote, but rather creating

something unpredictable and new.

Working with the cognitive software

after regular school hours and during

the summer, IRL students produce re-

ports on such subjects as the environ-

ment. But instead of getting information

from encyclopedias, they construcl

their own knowledge base with video im-

ages, a wide selection of text, and dig-

itized sound. To create the reports,

each IRL student uses a Macintosh

computer with two monitors. One moni-

tor displays a series of 15 initially empty
panels, each a "page" of the final re-

port. The other monitor displays infor-

mation (including the information stu-

dents themselves have gathered) from

a huge digitized scrapbook called Me-
diaSpace. Stored on the compuler's mul-

timedia hard drive, Ihe scrapbook con-

tains about 30 megabytes of informa-

tion, enough for a library of more than

300 items, including text, pictures, dig-

itized sounds, and animations.

At first, says Chertok, the twelve- to

thirteen-year-old students were cautious.

Reporting on the environment, for in-

stance, they generally completed each

panel with a picture already stored on

the hard drive and some words. Then,

late last summer, he noticed a change.

The students began collecting their own
material—snippets of a videotape re-

corded in a museum, pictures of

ducks, tape-recorded sounds such as

burps and hiccups and the barking of

sea otters. They fed these sounds and

piclures into their computers and
stored them on their hard drives to cre-

ate their reports on the screen.

The full power of the technology

struck Chertok when two students start-

ed a new project on poverty and home-
lessness. Using a video camera to feed

the computer, they digitized magazine

and television images, including pictures

88 OMNI

of a glamorous model, homeless peo-

ple, and even a toy gun. Their final re-

port opens with a picture of homeless

people pushing a shopping cart. "What

most homeless people need is money,

food, a place to live and also somewhere
to work," their script says. The next pan-

el shows a bejeweled woman from Ihe

pages of Cosmopolitan. "This picture

shows a rich lady who dresses well, un 7

like the poor people," the script contin-

ues. "What we're showing here is a con-

trast between the poor people and the

rich people." Then, with a click of a

mouse button, the woman appears to

be holding a large gun—a digitized en-

largement of the toy—pointed at the view-

er. Simultaneously, the syslem repro-

duces a fragmenl of sound from the

film 2001: A Space Odyssey: "It is nolh-

ing serious," drones the computerized

voice of Hal.

The ironic panel "was a real victory

for them," Chertok says. "For the first

^The old one-room
schoolhouse never saw the

likes of courses

that the students here enjoy,

from science to

sign language and computer

programming to

working a flight simulator.^

time, they could take the media blast-

ing them from all sides and appropriate

it to make their own statement about
their world."

These accomplishments are particu-

larly significant, says Chertok, because
IRL participants—minority students who
may not even speak English at home-
are vulnerable to being labeled "disad-

vantaged" and rerouted to slower edu-

cational tracks. Yet their reports rival

student projects in most "gifted" and

"talented" programs.

The idea that students may construe!

their own knowledge base apart from

the teacher is best illustrated by How-
ard Gardner's Harvard research team,

code-named Project Zero. One teacher

working with the Gardner group hates

computers. "I'm lousy with them," he

tells Joseph Walters, Project Zero re-

search associate. Nonetheless, the

computerphobe uses one of Harvard's

new software packages, called Immi-

grant, in his classroom.

"How do you handle it?" Walters

asks him.

"I let the kids take care of that," he

says. "I've got a couple of kids who
know how to do it."

The program first provides raw infor-

mation on Irish immigrants fleeing to Bos-

ton lo escape the potato famine around

1 850. The sixth graders begin by review-

ing an actual ship's roster. The S.S.

Brown entered the harbor-in July 1850

with 120 passengers, the computer
tells them.

The two kids who know how to do it

can look at the screen and see that the

eldest was a sixty-year-old male labor-

er named John Guinan, while the young-

est was a two-year-old girl. Everyone in

the class adopts a family. Then the

young sponsors study a separate data-

base on housing and discover that the

affordable units are all near the docks.

So the Irish neighborhood grows. With

a spreadsheet called Market Basket,

the immigrants' twelve-year-old guard-

ians make up a weekly food budget. It

includes just enough bread (seven

cents a loaf), codfish (five cents a

pound), milk (six cents a bottle), and

other staples and clothing for the family

to carry on a no-frills existence. Then

the immigrants fry to find jobs.

Hard decisions confront them almost

immediately. One student finds that if

the mother and father work and all their

children go to school, the weekly net in-

come of $7.70 will fall $4 short of ex-

penses. The immigrants had wanted

their eldest son to go to Harvard. Instead,

he has to go to work.

Despite the obvious potential of ed-

ucational tools like Immigrant, many
reformers say that altering Ihe face of

American education may be every bit

as challenging as settling the New
World, "It may take fifty years to

change educalion in America," Gard-

ner says. "The only thing we're going to

know in the next ten to fifteen years is

whether we're serious about it."

It's hard to get adult members of so-

ciety to buy in to a conception of school-

ing that departs radically from the mem-
orize-replay routine they knew as stu-

dents, educational reformer John Good-
lad explains. "The mandate to reform-

ers has been 'Innovate all you want, but

don't let the test scores go down and

don't let anything change.'

"

Given this climate, he says, reform

that fosters thinking and marks individ-

ual differences must come school by

school. "A lot of things are happening

right now," he says: "If we can sustain

them, it might all come together in a dec-

ade or more."

After all, settling a new world—wheth-

er Boston, 1850, or Mars, 2020— is

tough. But once schools assimilate the

latest findings in psychology, they will

liberate creative thought and foster a

wide variety of individual talents and
skills. In the school of the future, reform-

ers say, human intelligence—all of it

—

will flourish and grow. DO
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Mind games: the hardest

IQ test you'll ever love suffering through

GAdflES
By Scot Morris

In April 1985 we printed the

Mega Test, devised by

Ronald K. Hoeflin, founder

of several high-IQ societies.

One of the Omni readers

who scored highest on thai

test was John H. Sununu,
then the governor of New
Hampshire and now Presi-

dent Bush's chief of staff.

Out of 48 questions, Sununu
got 4.4 correct, giving him
an estimated IQof 180

(achievable by approxi-

mately one in 3 million).

The highest scorer on the

Mega Test is Eric Harl,

scoring 47 out of 48, giving

him an IQ of 190.

Hoeflin has now created

the Titan Test, which is

perhaps even harder. Over
the past few years Hoeflin

has tried out some 200
problems and selected 48

items for this test. Prelimi-

nary versions of the Titan

Test were published in

high-IQ society bulletins.

So far the highest overall

score is 40 out of 48.

The validity of standard-

ized and IQ tests is Ihe

subject of debate. What re-

mains irrefutable, however,

is that it's hard to resist tak-

ing an IQ test just for fun.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. ANSWER SHEET. Tear

out or photocopy these

test pages. Print or type

your answers on the blank

lines following the questions.

Include your name and
address on the top right

corner of the first page.
2. FEE. For a limited time,

Hoeflin will let Omni read-

ers take his test for free.

You may try the test only

once, after which a S25 fee

will be charged.

3. TIME LIMIT There is

no time limit. Send your

answer sheets, postmarked
by September 1, 1990,

(After that date, Hoeflin will

charge $25 for scoring.)

4. ASSISTANCE. You may
consult any books you
want, but you should not

ask others for assistance.

On the mathematics items,

use pencil and paper, not

calculators or computers.

5. GUESSING. There

is no penaltyfor wrong an-

swers or guesses. -

6. SCORE REPORTS.
Send your answer sheets,

with a stamped, self-ad-

dressed envelope, to Ron-
ald K. Hoeflin, Box 7430,

New York, NY 10116. II

possible, please provide

previous scores on IQ

or aptitude tests (e.g., your

SAT results or Mega Test

raw scores). Hoeflin will

send you your individual

verbal and math scores. You

will also receive your IQ

and percentile scores, Your
results will be returned

after-June 15, 1990, to allow

time for sufficienl data
concerning previous scores
to accumulate. You will

not, however, receive the

answers to the questions.

VERBAL PROBLEMS
Write the word or prefix

that best completes' each
analogy. For example, in

the analogy man : woman -

ANDRO-

:

. the

best answer would be gyno-.

1. STRIP itvlOBIUS.::

BOTTLE .

2. THOUGHT : ACTION \ OB-

SESSIVE :

4. MICE : MEN ::

CABBAGES

:

7. SWORD- DAMOCLES

9. HOLLOW VICTORY : PYRRHIC :

HOLLOW VILLAGE :_

13. EASY JOS : SINECURE ::

GUIDING LIGHT
:

.

14. LEG: AMBULATE v

ARM:_

15. MOSQUITO . MALARIA ;:

CANNIBALISM
:

16. HEAR: SEE;:

TEMPORAI _____
17, AND PHYSICS :

ASTROPHYSICS;; HISTORY

AND STATISTICS ;

.

20. SET OFSETS NOT M

Of THEMSELVES
: RUSSELL ::

DARKNESS OF THE NIGHT

SKY IN AN INFINITE UNIVERSE

21. TEACHING: UPLIFTING ::

PEDAGOGIC -
.

22. LANGUAGE GAMES -

LUDWIG :. PIANO CONCERTI

FOR THE LEFT HAND :

23. IDOLS: TWILIGHT::

MORALS _.

SPATIAL PROBLEMS

The preceding design is

made up of three squares
of different sizes, lying one
on top of another. What is

the minimum number of

squares that would be
sufficient to create each of

the following patterns?

25

28. If each side of a tetra-

hedron' is an equilateral

triangle painted white or

black, five distinct patterns

are possible; all sides

white, all black, just one side

white, just one black, and
two sides white and two
black. If each side of an oc-

tahedron is a white or

black equilateral triangle,

how many distinct patterns

are possible?

29. Suppose 27 identical

cubes are glued together to

form a cubical stack as

illustrated below. If one of

the small cubes is omitted,

four distinct shapes are

possible: one in which the

omitted-cube feat a corner
of the stack, one in which
it is at the middle of an

edge of the stack, one in

which it is at the middle of a
side of the stack, and one
in which it is-at the core



of the stack. If two of the

small cubes are omitted

rather than just one, how
many distinct shapes
are possibie?

.

30. Suppose a diagonal is

wn across each side

ol a cube from one corner

to the other (see illustration

below). How many distinct

patterns are possible,

considering all possible

orientations of the diago-

nals, including all six sides

of the cube in each pattern?

SLICE AND DICE
31, A perfectly spherical

onion is sliced by six per-

fectly straight knife strokes;

the pieces thereby formed
never having been moved
from their original positions'.

What is the maximum
number of pieces into which

the infinitesimally thin

outer skin of the onion can
thus be divided?

32. A tetrahedral lump
of clay is sliced by six per-

fectly straight cuts, the

pieces never moving from
their original positions.

What is the maximum num-
ber of tetrahedral pieces

that can thus be formed,

counting only pieces that

e not further subdivided?

33. Consider the torus, a

doughnut-shaped solid that

is perfectly circular al

each perpendicular cross

section, and a fvldbius strip,

which has a single 180-

degree twist and a uniform

curvature throughout its

length. Suppose a torus is

sliced three times by a knife

that each'fime precisely

follows the path of such a

Mdbius strip. What is the

maximum number ot pieces

that can result if the

pieces are never moved
from theiroriginal posi-

tions?

INTERPENETRATIONS
34. Three interpenetrating

circles yield a maximum
of seven pieces, not count-

ing pieces that are further

subdivided, as shown be-
low. What is the maximum
number of pieces, not

further subdivided, that can
be formed when three

circles and two triangles all

i nterpenetrate?

35. Suppose two right

circular cones and one right

circular cylinder mutually

interpenetrate! with the

base of each cone and both

bases (i.e., both ends) of

the cylinder sealed by
precisely .fitting flat circular

surfaces. What is the maxi-

mum number ol pieces

(i.e., completely bounded
volumes) that can thus

be formed, considering only

the surfaces of these three

figures as boundaries

and counting only pieces

that are not further sub-

divided?

36. If a cube and a tetrahe-

dron interpenetrate, what
is the maximum possible

number of solid pieces (i.e.,

completely bounded vol-

umes not further sub-

divided)?

PROBABILITIES
37, Suppose you are truth-

fully told that ten marbles

were inserted into a box, all

of them identical except

that their colors were deter-

mined by the toss of an
unbiased coin. When heads
came up, a white marble
was inserted, and when tails

came up, a biack one.

You reach into the box, draw
out a marble, inspect its

color, then return it to the

box. You shake the box to

mix the marbles randomly,

and then reach in and
again select a marble at

random. If you inspect ten

marbles in succession

in this manner and all turn

out to be white, what is

the probability to the nearest

whole percent that all ten

marbles in the box
are white?

Suppose there is an ant

at each vertex of a triangle

and the three ants simulta-

neously crawl along a

side to the next vertex. The
probability that no two

ants will encounter one an-

other ts 2/8, since the

only two cases in which no

encounter occurs are when
the ants all go left (clock-

wise)—LLL—or all go right

(counterclockwise)

—

RRR. In the six other

cases—RRL, RLR, RLL,

LLR, LRL, and LRR—there

will bean encounter.

For the following live

problems, imagine there is

an ant at each vertex and
that the ants all simulta-

neously crawl along an edge
to the next vertex, each ant

choosing its path randomly.

What is the probability

Jhat no ant will encounter

another, either en route

or at the next vertex, for

each ot the following regular

polyhedrons? (Express

your answer as a reduced
fraction; e.g., 2/8 = 1/4.)

38. A tetrahedron

39. A cube
40. An octahedron

41. A dodecahedron (illus-

trated below, at left)

42. An icosahedron (below,

right)
: „

NUMBER SEQUENCES
Determine the value of

in each of the following

sequences. For example,

in the sequence
1 4 9 16 25 49 64, the

value of is 36.

43.4/10 /100 168/1,000

1.229- 10 000 9,592/100,000

78,498/1,000,000

44.1 417 54145 368
945_
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pal and became authoritarian them-
selves. That's no solution. In others, prin-

cipals and councils are locked in a pow-

er struggle—nothing gets accom-
plished. But some are working with the

principal, creating a more democratic

atmosphere, discussing their problems,

whether they're building, disciplinary, or

curriculum problems. 1 want to video-

tape the sessions of the more success-

ful councils—they're still the minority

—

to show the others what happens when
power is distributed equally.

Omni: So you

contradiciion in your society? No one
seems to realize we are working against

the kids, against the possibility that

they will learn and, in learning, believe

in themselves. It's interesting to consider

the expulsion as a triumph, not a fail-

ure, of the student. If students are con-

stantly repressed, if schools negate
their day-to-day life experience, their lan-

guage and culture, they resist by refus-

ing to learn the word of the teacher, the

curriculum, the wider culture. !n a
sense they are reaffirming their own
words and perceptions of life.

Omni: We also have a literacy crisis in

the United States; around sixty million

Americans are illiterate or functionally

flon ABC NigSitly Ncv:<

hoping to create

a disciplined but

creative and curi-

ous environment?

You have spoken
about "the castra-

tion of curiosity."

Freire: Kids begin

life as curious be-

ings. They con-

stantly ask ques-

tions. Then they

go to school and
the schools start

slowly killing, kill-

ing their capacity

to be curious. A
wonderful chapter

in a child's life, be-

gun in infancy, is

closed. It starts

closing as soon as

the child steps in-

to the classroom,

especially if the

child is consid-

ered a "minority."

Today the ques-
tion we face is how
to use curiosity as

a fundamental in-

strument in the

learning process.

Omni: Aspira, a His-

panic advocacy
group in New York

City, reports that in American schools,

"Hispanics are given a message: Your

culture is not good enough; your lan-

guage stinks; you have to adjust to our

culture." And the Commission of Black

New Yorkers issued the statement,

"Many black students, confronted with

an educational system that devalues

their culture and does not expect them

to achieve, have opted to leave the sys-

tem." The high-school dropout rate of

blacks, Alaskan natives, Native Ameri-

cans, and Hispanics is about thirty-five

percent. That's an alarming rate.

Freire:! say to myself: How can this be

possible in a modernized society like

yours? It's a tragedy, no? Aren't these

dropout rates an example of an immense

We've improved our IQ

for you.

InneiQuest II &

for yourself. By yourself.

egated to the ghettos? I am not an Amer-
ican and I am not the one to address
your problems. I can, however, speak
about ihe school I dream of.

As educators we should never forget

that the popular class has a syntax and
linguistic code that differs from that of

the dominant cfass. Take black English.

Black Americans' linguistic code reflects

their reality, their lived experience in his-

tory: the sense of daily alienation, the

struggle to survive substandard living

conditions, the drug culture. Educators

need to understand how different dia-

lects encode different worldviews.

Omni: At what point do you as an educa-

tor begin to teach the standard lan-

guage? Or isn't

that important?

Freire: I am contin-

ually misunder-
stood on this sub-

ject. I oppose allow-

ing an underprivi-

leged child to get

away without know-

ing the standard
language, the so-

called "correct"

Portuguese. I

have been ac-

cused of denying

kids access to

proper standards

and of ignoring

grammatical er-

rors. This is not

true. But I have
respect for the pop-

ular culture and lan-

guage. A so-

called "error" in lan-

guage is only a

brief moment in

the search for get-

ting it right. Each
time, however, the

teacher highlights

an error, usually in

red pencil, he

gives the mes-
sage: You don't

know anything;

you don't know
illiterate. And the United States is in forty-

ninth place among the one hundred and
twenty-eight countries of the United Na-

tions in terms of literacy. Former secre-

tary of education William J. Bennett is

on record saying that only English "will

ensure that local schools will succeed
in teaching non-English-speaking stu-

dents English so that they will enjoy ac-

cess to the opportunities of the Ameri-

can society."

Freire: Yes, yes. But if education in only

English can guarantee the linguistic

minorities a better future, as Bennett

promises, why do the majority of black

Americans, whose ancestors have
been speaking English for more than two

hundred years, find themselves still rel-

how to speak or write. The child eventu-

ally internalizes the message because
we are language animals. Only through

full appropriation of the dominant stan-

dard language do students become
empowered and begin to understand

the oppressive nature of their society.

When they know the standard language,

they may engage the wider society in

dialogue—and challenge it.

Omni: Has any event or series of events

crucially influenced your life's work?
Freire: When the 1929 stock market
crash began to affect Brazil's economy,

my family often didn't have enough
food to eat. I fell behind in school. Be-

fore that, our family was situated be-

tween the working and middle class. I
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had friends who ate less and dressed
in shabbier clothes than I did. I also had
friends who ate more and dressed bet-

ter, That 'experience, looking on both

sides of the fence, had a profound im-

pact on me. I discovered there was some-
thing basically wrong in the organiza-

tion of society. I still remember asking

how it can be possible that God wants
some people to be poor and some rich..

God was good, I had been taught by

my mother, a woman with the rigid eth-

ics of a devout Catholic. So I conclud-
ed that neither God nor destiny could

be responsible for the divisions in soci-

ety, though I could not find any satis-

factory explanations. At age eleven I

vowed to do anything I could to allevi-

ate hunger in the world.

One day my brothers and I caught a

neighbor's chicken that had wandered
into our yard. We killed it, My mother
heard the chicken's cries and came run-

ning. I expected her to punish us, give

the chicken back to the neighbor, and
ask him to forgive us. But she picked it

up, went to the kitchen, and we ate it. A
beautiful lunch! She was very realistic. I

forgot the incident until much later, af-

ter she died. But I've often wondered
what sort of turmoil she went through as

she stood there looking at the dead chick-

en, then at us, deciding if she should

return it or feed us.

Another important event was the day
my mother, after hunting for a school

that would take me without pay, said,

"My son, I met a man who will open the

door of his school to you. He's got one
condition: that you love to study."

When this man allowed me to enroll in

his private school, one of the best in

Recife, without knowing my mother, he
demonstrated what it means to love oth-

ers and showed me the importance of

helping others. I've never believed in the

statement, "I made myself," Self-made
men do not exist. In the corners of the

streets where the self-made man lives,

there are many people hiding. We do
not make ourselves alone. I ended up
teaching at that school. After my first

wife died, I married the daughter of the

man who opened his doors to me.
Omni: You dream of a different world.

What does it look like?

Freire: My dream is of a society in

which saying the'"word" is to become
involved in the decision to transform the

world. Today the majority of the people
are silent. Why should they have to

muffle their discussion, their dissent?

When they are called upon to read, why
do they read only the dominant dis-

course? From my childhood to my exile,

from my exile to my return, I have
searched for an education that stands
for liberty and against the exploitation

of the popular classes, the perversity

Of the social structures, the silence

imposed on the poor—always aided by
an authoritarian education. I have

searched for a pedagogy of indignation.

Because my commitment is to a future

that builds itself in the changing present,

I have learned to remain curious.

Omn/: Do you think we're witnessing the

"failure of Communism, of socialism"?

Freire: In moments of great historical up-

heaval, it's difficult to read accurately

what is really happening. To me, the peo-

ple in Eastern Europe are rejecting au-

thoritarianism. They are not necessarily

trading the socialist project for the capi-

talist project. They are rejecting social-

ist extremes. The people are standing

together and saying "no" to the nega-
tion of subjectivity. It is a collective

reaffirmation of self, of myself, of your-

self, of us. The people are saying no to

those who have deprived them of their

right to think, to question, to be subjects

of their own history—to be curious.

I am not really interested in predict-

ing which political project will win. I was
in East Germany in the Seventies and
denied the opportunity to visit any
school. Pedagogy of She Oppressedwas
banned. Today I am sure they are read-'

ing it. Two months ago I spoke in Ja-

pan, and a young man from the Soviet

Union approached me and said, "Pro-

fessor, it is a pleasure to finally meet you

.

Today we not only are reading your

books, we are using your ideas." Do the

changes Gorbachev has initiated

mean that he now prefers capitalism? I

don't think so. But Gorbachev does re-

alize that a political system cannot re-

main in power forever. Without being
free it is impossible to risk. Without risk-

ing, it is impossible to create, Americans
are prejudiced against any project that

even vaguely looks Marxist or socialist.

To the epochal changes occurring in

Eastern Europe or the Soviet Union,

Americans cry out: Failure of Commu-
nism, failure of socialism. Americans
should study the power of their own
prejudice. Perhaps, in the process,
they would find areas in their democra-
cy in which freedom does not exist. Six-

ty million functional illiterates in Ameri-

ca represents afailure of something. DO
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Unraveling Universal Mysteries

Have scientists

unearthed the mother of

us all, or has polities

thwarted revolutionary

DNA research 1 The
behind-the-scenes si.oi'\

of the battle over who
wili write our evolution-

ary history.

A foremost, expert an
thechcmKin of

space examines the

frightening unnatural

phenomena of the

Greenhouse Li'feel.

ozone depletion, and
nuclear winter, and out-

lines how the planet

might be saved.

The definitive treatment

of the role of science

and its practitioner in

modern society this

book is "a profoundly

moving, brilliantly per-

ceptive essay hy a truly

civilized man."
- Scientific American
Perennial Library

$7.95
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CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS
WHY PAY A HIGH MONTHLY FEE?

All Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin, Ze-

nith, Scientific Atlanta, Mag-

navox and all specialized ca-

ble equipment available for

shipment within 24 hours.

For fast service MC/VISA or

C.O.D. telephone orders ac-

cepted (800) 648-3030 60

Day Guarantee (Quantity

Discounts) 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

C.S.T. CLOSED WEEK-
ENDS. Send self-addressed

Stamped envelope (600
postage) for Catalog.

First in the field of
bicycle vacations

Choose from the widest
range of deluxe bicycle vaca-

tions anywhere. Privacy and
pampering in fine country inns,

where outstanding cuisine is

standard fare. We offer comfor-

table bicycles, vans to carry

your luggage, and trained lead-

ers dedicated to giving you the

finest service. Our vacations

are designed for all levels of

bicycling ability. From leisurely

country weekends to extended
weekly tours, we have the va-

cation of your dreams.

Vermont
Country
Cyclers

Call 802-244-5135

SCHOOLS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 45

• They help students to engage in the

larger world.

• They encourage cooperative work.

• They produce a tangible product,

• They serve an audience that depends
on the quality of the work that the teen-

agers provide.

Where the New York City public

school system often fails, we succeed.
Our graduates have gone on to use
their skills at publications such as
Newsweek, Manhattan Lawyer, and the

St. Petersburg Times; several are now
enrolled at Harvard Law School, Co-
lumbia University's School of Journalism,

and scores of other universities.

The education ol American children

will improve—and so will the prospects

for our renewed economic vitality

—

when more educators challenge stu-

dents with problem-based education. If

we don't figure that out, besides pro-

viding the money that fuels our econo-

my, the Japanese may have to send us

bank tellers to count it.—J. Keith Hefner

THE BUSINESS OF EDUCATION
The little brick schoolhouse is gone. In

its place sits a glass-and-steel spire

thai houses rows of uniformed young-

sters wearing headphones. They stare

at desktop monitors. At a signal from

their instructor, who wears a button in-

scribed apex CORP. on his lapel, they be-

gin their lesson in unison. This may be
the future that awaits America's
schools, a future envisioned in Orwell's

1984 and Huxley's Srave New World.

Madison Avenue at the blackboard?

Everyone agrees that something
must be done in our classrooms. As Amer-
ican education spirals downward, near-

ly 1 million students drop out each
year, says the U.S. Department of Edu-
cation. Dropouts cost the economy $147

billion in 1986 alone, according to a re-

port from the National Alliance of Busi-

ness. And less than 1 ,8 percent of our

more than $1 trillion federal budget
goes for educational funding, down
from 2.8 percent in 1980. Without
funds, everyone suffers.

In the philanthropic tradition of Car-

negie, Rockefeller, Morgan, and Mellon,

today's U.S. industrialists have cast

themselves as white knights, pledging

billions of dollars in technical guidance
and equipment to rescue the faltering

school system. "We will not be able to

compete in a world-class economy un-

less we have a.world-class workforce,"

says David Kearns, chief executive offi-

cer at Xerox. "And we cannot have a
world-class workforce without world-

class schools."

Corporate America is digging deep
into its pockets to aid schools with new
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equipment, staff, grants, and programs.

Council for Aid to Education estimates

place the amount of corporate involve-

ment at $2.1 billion in 1988, Some For-

tune 500 companies promote a return

to such ideas as permitting teachers and

parents to partake in policy decisions,

more administrative accountability for stu-

dent learning, and more efficient use of

city and state educational funds. The

companies, aware of their limited cur-

riculum expertise, now steer clear of

such crucial issues as lesson plans, text-

book standards, and class length.

Some companies, however, have

abandoned the traditional adopt-a-

school and internship formats for a

more hands-on experience. Xerox, for

example, spends millions on two ven-

tures to assist at-risk children in Roches-

ter, New York. In one successful pro-

gram, now in its twenty-second year,

about 70 Xerox employees teach stu-

dents, grades four through six, in basic

science classes twice a month. Kodak

and Xerox also fund PRISM (Program

for Rochester to Interest Students in Sci-

ence and Math), an after-school pro-

gram predominantly for minority students

from Rochester high schools. The men-

tors spend a great deal of time with the

students, developing strong personal re-

lationships. Some PRISM graduates lat-

er become Xerox engineers.

Eugene Allen, a35-year-old Xerox en-

gineer, was once a gang member. To-

day he works with youths in the PRISM

program. "When I was growing up, I

wasn't motivated, just like these kids,"

Allen says. "They aren't interested in ed-

ucation. They've been told the easy

track is fine and they leave school with-

out knowing anything about algebra or

calculus. When we start mentoring,

they respond quickly. They're very in-

telligent. The schools have written

these kids off-, but we haven't."

And some of the tutoring, mentoring,

and after-school programs pay off De-

nise Jenkins, twenty-three, from a fami-

ly of eight children in Brooklyn/ works

as an administrative assistant at the

Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce. Jen-

kins says she owes her good fortune to

a local school and career enhancement

program, Career Opportunities for

Brooklyn Youth (COBY). The business-

sponsored program, geared to combat

a soaring school dropout rate and high

youth unemployment, receives backing

from such companies as Abraham &
Straus, Con Edison, Brooklyn Union

Gas, and IBM.

In 1982 American Express started the

Academy of Finance, which offers high-

school juniors and seniors a curriculum

tailored to the finance industry. It has

expanded the idea into the National

Academy, with more than 2,000 stu-

dents in 35 schools in 17 cities. In addi-

tion to taking high-school courses, stu-

dents learn banking, accounting, finan-

Take a walk on
NordicTrack

and discover why
it's 8 ways better

than a treadmill.

1. Better exercise.

NordicTrack simulates cross-

country skiing, the world's besi
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6. No electric cord or outlet

required.
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cial services, and business English.

They spend the summer belween junior

and senior year in paid internships.

The list of companies contributing to*

school reform continues to grow. The

Du Pont company contributes 10 per-

cent of its $15 million education budget

to" elementary and secondary schools

around the country. The Exxon Founda-
tion, which allocates nearly $2 million of

its $16.6 million education budget for

public school projects, trains math spe-

cialists to tutor children from kindergar-

ten to third grade. RJR Nabisco plans

to spend $30 million to improve teach-

ing methods in a projected 60 urban

schools through its new "Next Century

Schools Program." The Ford Foundation

recently launched a similar $10 million,

five-year program to devise ways to stim-

ulate interest in learning in grades four

through eight. Five schools in poor com-

munities will be selected this spring,

with another ten city and rural schools

to be added by 1992.

While most corporations cite the

threat of a poorly educated workforce

as the chief motive for their commitment,

the question remains: How committed

are the companies to the task of reform-

ing the schools? And will they bail out if

their efforts do not yield immediate re-

sults? With the economy slowing down,

some skeptical educators wonder if fed-

eral tax breaks from their financial sup-
port, good public relations, and profits

aren't the key motives for the business-

education bond.

Some educators, however, fear that

corporations will seize control of school

systems, designing vocational curricu-

la aimed at producing productive em-

ployees. In Chicago a team of business-

es led the fight to pass a sweeping
school decentralization plan. In Milwau-

kee a group of companies provided man-
agement experts to help individual

schools make their own policy decisions.

Amitai Etzioni, a sociologist and profes-

sor at George Washington University,

says he doesn't "want to see business-

men get involved" in the nuts and bolts

.of education such as the structuring of

curricula. Instead, he says, they should

lobby national and local governments

to allocate resources more effectively.

Sentiments such as these have
some companies thinking of more un-

obtrusive methods of reform. "We are

not educators and we don't want to run

schools, but we do want them to come
to us with a plan and see what value we
can insert," says Ursula Fairbairn, IBM's

director of education and management
development.

The stakes are high, says Ted Sizer,

a professor of education at Brown Uni-

versity and one of the nation's leading

education experts. America's military, ec-

onomic, and academic edge Could suf-

fer permanent damage if business and
government do not step" in with enough

money to save the schools. "If we con-

tinue to ignore the schools," Sizer says,

"we will weaken the country. People

won't even be able to think. But it's nev-

er too late to fix something. We're not

asking tough questions. Maybe business

will change that. Our future depends on

it."—Robert Fleming

FOREIGN POLICIES
When former U.S. education secretary

William J. Bennett praised the Japanese
educational system so lavishly three

years ago, he was then, as now, a man
whose views frequently ran counter to

conventional American wisdom and the

thinking of the American educational es-

tablishment. The subject of Japanese
performance is a lightning rod when
Americans talk about Japanese e

ic vitality and productivity. Inevitably, fin-

gers point at our flagging educational

system. But adapting models from Ja-

pan—or any other country, for that mat-

ter—is difficult, U.S. education experts

say, because of the unique, multiethnic

social mores and cultural values that char-

acterize our country.

For example, a 1988 government re-

port titled "Japanese Education Today"

points out that in Japan, parental pres-

sure compels children to learn: If a

child fails academically, it casts a shad-

ow on his or her entire family. Japanese
education, the report notes, centers on

the theory that motivation and effort are

more important than actual intelligence.

Japan, basically a homogeneous, mid-

dle-class, unilingual culture, sports a

track record of nearly universal literacy.
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The Japanese government shows its com-
mitment to education, American educa-
tors note, by paying half the cost of ed-

ucating children, while local taxes foot

the other half of the bill. The national cur-

riculum heavily emphasizes mathemat-
ics and science, while in America, no

national curriculum exists and the fed-

eral government shells out a meager
sum that covers only 6 percent of pub-
lic education costs.

Despite the vast differences between
the two countries, the report highlights

one aspect of Japanese education

wqrth translating into our classrooms.

Juku, or "cram schools," have prolifer-

ated throughout the country over the

past 15 years, ranging in size from one-

room schools to chain-operated branch-

es enrolling more than 1,000 students

at a time. Basically tutoring institutions,

they help kids who are lagging behind

in school and also challenge high achiev-

ers to extend themselves into more ac-

celerated programs. The juku stai

when school lets out, and parents musi

pay for the tutoring. "Thanks to the ex-

istence of these [juku]" says Japanese
scholar Kazuyuki Kitamura in the U.S.

report on Japanese education, "the for-

mal school can continue to function ac-

cording to the principles of egalitarian-

ism and uniformity."

Another Asian innovation that could

.revitalize American classrooms, loose-

ly known as the Han system, hails from

China. In it, students who fall behind in

class turn to their classmates for help.

Although teachers supply-the superstruc-

ture lor Han, they encourage students

with academic problems to work with

their peers. The results are impressive;

In China, few dropouts wander the

streets, and students graduate from

school with a firm command of reading,

writing, and mathematics. China's suc-

cess with this system has spawned imi-

tations in South Korea and even in

parts of Japan.
Wang Juefei, a faculty member of Bei-

jing Normal University completing his doc-

toral studies at the University of Vermont,

says that this method was used exten-

sively in Chinese schools during the Cul-

tural Revolution in the early Seventies.

The system is still popular in rural ar-

eas, says Wang, in part as political

indoctrination. "Whether used for politi-

cal purposes or not," he says, "it works
especially well in the lower grades
among younger children."

In West Germany, more closely akin

to Americans' values and beliefs, a some-
what "radical" teaching philosophy ini-

tiated 20 years ago continues to have

an enormous impact on that country's

slower pupils as well as its sizable pop-

ulation of "minority" students. West Ger-

many's host of "guest workers" from

such nations as Turkey, Morocco, the

Philippines, and Yugoslavia enter the

country with severe disadvantages; fre-

quently they are unschooled in even the

most basic concepts of arithmetic or writ-

ing and must cope with formidable lan-

guage barriers.

Since 1970, however, the Holweide-

Koln School in Cologne has been suc-

cessfully educating and integrating

these kids into mainstream German so-

ciety. A program hailed by the Ameri-

can Federation of Teachers (AFT) as one
of the most impressive foreign models
for education, it's the one that would
most easily make the transition into the

American classroom.

In the Holweide-Koln School, about
120 students, starting in fifth grade,

team up with a group of five or six teach-

ers. Both teachers and students remain

together for the next six years; and
"group mates" of five or six individuals

share the responsibility for one anoth-

er's success. Teachers are free to de-

sign their own curriculum, custom fitted

to each group's needs. The results, ac-

cording to Holweide-Koln principal

Anne Patzki, are amazing: Only 1 per-

cent of the school's students drop out;

the national average is 14 percent. And
60 percent of the Hoiweide students

score high enough on their high-school

exit exams to be admitted to four-year

colleges. This compares favorably with

the national average of 27 percent.

AFT studies of the methodology be-

hind the system mention the way it

turns school into a self-contained com-
munity. In this setting, students find a

supportive environment for learning. AFT
spokesperson Jamie Horwitz says that

the program's chief asset arises from

keeping the same teachers and students

together for a period of years. "The teach-

er doesn't spend three weeks at the be-

ginning of the term learning everyone's

name," says Horwitz, "nor does the teach-

er, at school's end, spend time collect-

ing material and getting ready to ship

off her students to someone else."

Holweide's teachers also cite the

"lean management" of this system; The
school's administrative staff consists of

one principal and two assistants. Under
German law, all administrators must
teach a few classes each week, keep-

ing them directly involved in the prob-

lems, trials, and tribulations of address-
ing the students—something that teach-

ers in this country say is lacking.

Will American students respond to a

restructured learning environment? Or
will innovations from across the sea fall

flat in our classrooms? AFT president Al-

bert Shanker says that although none
of the models discussed here have yet

been instituted in U.S. public school sys-

tems, he feels that their time has come.
"Having a teacher lecture in front of a
class of thirty students doesn't work,"

he points out. "It's time to try something
new."—John CummingsOQ
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